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ABSTRACT
Govindaraju, Parithi Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2017. An Optimization-Based Approach to Determine Requirements and Aircraft Design under Multi-domain Uncertainties.
Major Professor: William A. Crossley.
Determining the optimal requirements for and design variable values of new systems,
which operate along with existing systems to provide a set of overarching capabilities, as a
single task is challenging due to the highly interconnected effects that setting requirements
on a new system’s design can have on how an operator uses this newly designed system.
This task of determining the requirements and the design variable values becomes even
more diffcult because of the presence of uncertainties in the new system design and in the
operational environment. This research proposed and investigated aspects of a framework
that generates optimum design requirements of new, yet-to-be-designed systems that, when
operating alongside other systems, will optimize feet-level objectives while considering
the effects of various uncertainties. Specifcally, this research effort addresses the issues of
uncertainty in the design of the new system through reliability-based design optimization
methods, and uncertainty in the operations of the feet through descriptive sampling methods
and robust optimization formulations. In this context, feet-level performance metrics result
from using the new system alongside other systems to accomplish an overarching objective
or mission. This approach treats the design requirements of a new system as decision
variables in an optimization problem formulation that a user in the position of making
an acquisition decision could solve. This solution would indicate the best new system
requirements—and an associated description of the best possible design variable variables
for that new system—to optimize the feet level performance metric(s).
Using a problem motivated by recorded operations of the United States Air Force Air
Mobility Command for illustration, the approach is demonstrated frst for a simplifed
problem that only considers demand uncertainties in the service network and the proposed

xiii
methodology is used to identify the optimal design requirements and optimal aircraft sizing
variables of new, yet-to-be-introduced aircraft. With this new aircraft serving alongside
other existing aircraft, the feet of aircraft satisfy the desired demand for cargo transportation,
while maximizing feet productivity and minimizing fuel consumption via a multi-objective
problem formulation.
The approach is then extended to handle uncertainties in both the design of the new
system and in the operations of the feet. The propagation of uncertainties associated
with the conceptual design of the new aircraft to the uncertainties associated with the
subsequent operations of the new and existing aircraft in the feet presents some unique
challenges. A computationally tractable hybrid robust counterpart formulation effciently
handles the confuence of the two types of domain-specifc uncertainties. This hybrid
formulation is tested on a larger route network problem to demonstrate the scalability of
the approach. Following the presentation of the results obtained, a summary discussion
indicates how decision-makers might use these results to set requirements for new aircraft
that meet operational needs while balancing the environmental impact of the feet with feetlevel performance. Comparing the solutions from the uncertainty-based and deterministic
formulations via a posteriori analysis demonstrates the effcacy of the robust and reliabilitybased optimization formulations in addressing the different domain-specifc uncertainties.
Results suggest that the aircraft design requirements and design description determined
through the hybrid robust counterpart formulation approach differ from solutions obtained
from the simplistic deterministic approach, and leads to greater feet-level fuel savings, when
subjected to real-world uncertain scenarios (more robust to uncertainty).
The research, though applied to a specifc air cargo application, is technically agnostic
in nature and can be applied to other facets of policy and acquisition management, to
explore capability trade spaces for different vehicle systems, mitigate risks, defne policy
and potentially generate better returns on investment. Other domains relevant to policy and
acquisition decisions could utilize the problem formulation and solution approach proposed
in this dissertation provided that the problem can be split into a non-linear programming

xiv
problem to describe the new system sizing and the feet operations problem can be posed as
a linear/integer programming problem.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
The constant evolution of the aviation sector along with the continued ever-increasing
demand for commercial air travel has resulted in larger airline feet sizes and increasing
traffc volume. The growing complexity of air transportation involving many disciplines
such as aircraft design and development, regulations and policies, supply chain and logistics,
acquisition and feet operations, etc., and the different types of service providers ranging
from regional to mainline carriers has made it diffcult for aircraft manufacturers to ascertain
the best aircraft for their customer’s operations. Similarly, increasing rates of globalization,
improvements in airline effciencies, and ease of travel connectivity has spurred the demand
for air cargo services. Along with the complexities present in commercial air transport, the
on-demand nature of palletized cargo movement in military air transport has made it diffcult
for decision-makers to guide the requirements and acquisition process effectively. Thus,
determining appropriate design requirements and new aircraft design(s) to enable feet-wide
improvements has become a formidable task. This task becomes even more challenging
because of the presence of uncertainties (for example, limited knowledge available in the
conceptual phase of the design process and/or uncertainty in cargo/passenger demand),
which increases the computational complexity of the approach(es) associated with solving
such problems.

1.1

Addressing Uncertainty in the Design of Complex Systems
As this author described in [1], the conventional approach to designing systems typically

rely upon analyses of deterministic models and using fxed parameters. However, most
systems experience variations in operating conditions or the environment in which they
operate. Designers can account for these variations when using deterministic models by
considering the extreme or nominal values and/or by using safety factors. These assumptions
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of the nominal/extreme factors in deterministic models lead to sub-optimal performance
of these systems when deployed [1–3]. Optimum designs determined using deterministic
optimization methods at the conceptual design phase are good starting candidate designs for
subsequent phases of the design process. However, deterministic optimization methods have
a few drawbacks, some of which are listed below [2–4].
• Lack of knowledge of the model error function (difference between predicted and
realized response) prevents the association of the model optimum to the true optimum.
• The required precision during the product development and manufacturing phase,
and/or the manufacturing uncertainties might negate the potential performance beneft
due to a successful mapping of the model optimum to the true optimum in the
conceptual design phase.
• Uncertainty in the operational environment leading to variations in realized system
performance.
Uncertainty has been pervasive in the design process of new systems, specifcally the
early stages of the design process, where there is an inherent lack of knowledge due to a
coarse level of system defnition, and—largely because of this lack of defnition—there is
widespread use of low-fdelity analyses. Missing performance targets by incorrectly using
nominal deterministic predictions or greatly over-designing systems by using safety factors
applied to deterministic predictions can lead to both cost overruns and increased risk. This
has sparked research in design problems explicitly addressing (or involving) uncertainty
within the aerospace community over the last two decades to address affordability and
to minimize risk through a better understanding of uncertainty in the design of complex
aerospace systems [1, 5, 6]. The authors in Ref. [5] proposed a robust design simulation
methodology and demonstrated the benefts of robust design solutions over traditional
deterministic designs for an application problem of designing a high-speed civil transport
aircraft.
In addition to the inherent uncertainty present in the conceptual phase of the design
process, the process of determining new system requirements should also consider the
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uncertainty in how an end user will operate the new system. In air transportation, uncertainty
can manifest in the form of variations in passenger or cargo demand, or variations in aircraft
fight durations, aircraft availability, etc. Therefore, it is essential that the design process
explicitly consider these uncertainties and become more fexible to effciently address a
range of possible futures, because they might cause signifcant anomalies in the performance
and reliability of the designed systems [3]. Specifcally, the methodology described in this
dissertation will look at uncertainty related to the design of new aircraft and uncertainty in
cargo demand in the service network. While handling uncertainties in one domain presents
its own challenges, handling uncertainties in multiple domains coupled with the propagation
of uncertainty from one domain to another, requires a computationally tractable approach to
generate solutions within reasonable solve times. To the author’s best knowledge, such an
approach did not exist before this research.

1.2

Objective and Scope
The task of determining the requirements and the design of new systems, which operate

along with existing systems to improve feet-wide capabilities, is challenging due to the
tightly coupled effects that setting requirements on a system’s design can have on the
system’s utilization [7, 8]. This task becomes even more complicated when considering
uncertainties in the new system design and in the demand for that new system’s services.
Previous work by the author [9, 10] and others [11–14] address uncertainties at the systemlevel or at the resource allocation-level separately and does not consider the impact that
setting system-level requirements have on the way the same system might be operated
along with other systems to provide a set of capabilities under both types of uncertainties
simultaneously.
As described the author of this dissertation in previous works [1, 10], the current need
for analytical frameworks to aid decision-makers with challenging acquisition problems also
motivates this research. Typical acquisition processes focus on development at the systemlevel (e.g., aircraft performance), with little consideration on the interactive effects between
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the newly designed and existing systems, when these new systems are set to work with
other existing systems. The complexity emerges from the fact that decisions made in setting
requirements for new systems have a signifcant impact on feet-wide performance. However,
current acquisition processes (how a decision-maker evaluates and acquires systems) are
decoupled from its operations (the way an end user operates these systems), resulting in
signifcant ineffciencies [7, 8]. The choice of optimal aircraft to acquire, or feet planning
in general, is one of the most important decisions that an organization, such as an airline
or the US Air Force Air Mobility Command, that operates and maintains a large inventory
of aerial transportation systems (aircraft) has to make. This decision is crucial because
the ripple effects can have a signifcant infuence on the feet-level performance. As an
example, consider the acquisition decision-making process within the Department of Defense
(DoD). The traditional approach involves identifcation of alternatives, establishment of
requirements, estimation of effectiveness, and cost-beneft analyses [15]. The identifcation
of alternatives and the subsequent establishment of criteria and attributes to the candidate
systems usually does not involve an exhaustive search of the “requirements” space. This
kind of ‘handoff’ between the acquisition and operations research communities spawned
this research—to fnd a problem formulation and approach that can reduce or eliminate this
‘handoff’.
The research approach described in this dissertation treats design requirements of new
individual systems as decision variables in an optimization problem formulation under
uncertainty to minimize (or maximize) feet-level objectives in a “System of Systems”
(SoS) context involving a feet of aircraft that provide a required transportation capability.
Simultaneously considering the underlying vehicle design and resource allocation problem
under uncertainty allows for the exploitation of the inherent coupling and interactions
present in these two problems, and this can result in signifcant improvements in feet-level
performances. The deterministic formulation of this design problem results in a Mixed
Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem that may become intractable to solve
for even smaller datasets. Prior work done by the author and others have demonstrated that
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a decomposition strategy makes the problem tractable for deterministic computations [8, 16–
19].
Often high computational expense accompanies quantifying and addressing uncertainty
in multiple dimensions, which makes the design problem intractable. To conduct studies
effectively that examine several scenarios using different predictions of demand, cost of
operating the feet, etc., a computationally effcient approach is necessary. Furthermore,
multi-objective analyses performed using the resulting methodology will address the current
need for analytical frameworks that enable decision-makers and/or acquisition practitioners
to assess tradeoffs that choices about requirements and/or new system design may have on
feet-level metrics of interest. Providing this quantitative information better informs new
system acquisition decisions, enhancing a specifed capability (here, aerial transportation
of cargo) while making effcient use of resources for desired performance when using the
new system along with other existing systems. The primary envisioned user of the proposed
framework would be an acquisition decision-maker who would have to determine the ‘right’
requirements to provide to the maker of the new system. The innovative means to investigate
design requirements of yet-to-be-acquired assets (here, aircraft) and associated logistical
implications (the use of these aircraft) as a unifed problem can result in better acquisition
choices by reducing ‘handoffs’ between the aircraft design and operations communities.
Motivated by the desire to incorporate the effects of uncertainty explicitly in the combined vehicle design and resource allocation approach, this research has the following
objectives.
• Investigate and further develop a quantitative approach that shows the impact that
system-level requirements (for example, range and payload of aircraft) will have on
feet-level performance (for example, total fuel consumption or feet productivity).
• Implement and demonstrate a computationally tractable approach to address uncertainties in both the new system design and feet operations, for the design of a new
military transport aircraft.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Improving feet-level metrics by simultaneous optimizing the requirements and the
aircraft design requires combining two primary areas of research, namely, Multidisciplinary
Design Optimization (MDO) and Operations Research (OR). Initial research in these areas
did not consider any uncertainty in the system, but the ineffectiveness of deterministic
models to mimic reality adequately has warranted the need for more effective modeling and
solution approaches that account for the effects of uncertainty. Design optimization under
uncertainty has been a prominent area of research for the past two decades, particularly in the
felds of mechanical and civil engineering. Robust and reliability-based design optimization
techniques are the principal techniques utilized to address uncertainty in the conceptual
phase of the design process. Similarly, robust formulations and stochastic programming are
used to tackle operational planning under uncertainty problems. Previous research efforts
in literature investigated the effects of uncertainty within a single domain or discipline.
Because the coupled aircraft design and feet assignment problem involves two domains, it is
necessary to characterize and analyze the uncertainties affecting each of these domains. The
methodology should also account for the propagation of uncertainty between these domains
to determine robust/reliable designs of new aircraft that improve feet-level capabilities. This
chapter describes several relevant previous efforts to address uncertainties in system design,
operational planning, and to integrate the design of new aircraft with the effcient utilization
of these new and existing aircraft in the service network.

2.1

Uncertainty in Vehicle Design
The pursuit of solving optimization problems under uncertainty has resulted in several

modeling philosophies, including, but not limited to, mean and variance optimization,
minimization of maximum performance metrics, and penalty methods. The choice of
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statistical measures and problem formulations differ depending on the system being designed
or constructed. Stochastic linear programming [20] methods were among the frst approaches
to deal with uncertainties. Taguchi [21, 22] was a pioneer in quality engineering and his
design methodology was one of the initial attempts to account for uncertainties in the design
framework. Taguchi’s approach to robustness aimed at making the performance insensitive
to variability in the manufacturing process. However, Taguchi’s robust parameter approach
suffers from several drawbacks, and the literature documents these shortcomings [23, 24].
One of the earliest attempts at incorporating uncertainty in aircraft design optimization
used robust regularization techniques to design wing-boxes [25]. Green et al. [26] utilized
three methods of probabilistic uncertainty quantifcation and propagation (the method of
moments, a non-gradient simulation search method, and Monte Carlo simulation) for the
conceptual aircraft design problem under uncertainty. Mavris et al. used a probabilistic
approach (Robust Design Simulation) for the conceptual design of a high-speed civil
transport aircraft [5]. They employed a combined array methodology that integrated a
response surface model of the aircraft performance with Monte Carlo simulations to construct
cumulative and probability distributive functions for the objective function and constraints.
Padula et al. [27] utilized robust optimization techniques to account for uncertainties in
the drag minimization problem for a two-dimensional airfoil. The implemented robust
optimization method used a multi-objective formulation for which a variant of sequential
linear programming provided solutions. Recent efforts by Daskilewicz et al. [28] have
examined the effect of disciplinary uncertainty in propulsion, aerodynamics and weight
metrics on aircraft conceptual design performance objectives. The authors examined the
effects of uncertainty in multi-objective optimization by demonstrating the variations in
the Pareto fronts due to variability in disciplinary metrics. Neufeld et al. [29] utilized a
reliability-based MDO framework for the conceptual design case study of an aircraft similar
to a Boeing 737-800 or a Airbus A320-200. They developed modules for single-loop, double
loop, and sequential optimization strategies for performing reliability analyses through the
reliability index or the performance measure approach. Their methodology used a Monte
Carlo sampling technique that samples either directly from the analysis software or from the
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surrogate models built locally around the current design point. More recently, researchers
have proposed methods to address both model and design variable uncertainty for reliable
and robust optimization of the aircraft at the conceptual design phase [6]. The authors in
Ref. [6] accounted for both model and the design variables uncertainty using a probabilistic
approach. They identifed the most important design parameters through sensitivity analysis
and utilized a linear regression model to represent model uncertainty. Several of the methods
discussed above broadly fall into two major categories, reliability-based design optimization
and robust design optimization. Here is a brief review of these two methodologies:

2.1.1

Reliability-based Design Optimization

Typically, engineering systems are designed and constructed to meet certain performance
objectives during their lifespan. A system may not be able to obtain or consistently provide
a predicted value of a performance objective, because of uncertainties in the prediction,
the physical implementation of the system, and the operating environment [3, 4]. Hence,
determining the reliability of these systems to satisfy the performance objectives requires
probabilistic methods. Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) techniques provide a
methodology to determine the optimal design that can be achieved for a set of pre-defned
acceptable reliability levels [30, 31]. A typical RBDO problem formulation involves the
defnition of the system input variables (i.e., design variables and uncertain parameters),
the constraints of the design problem, the objective function, and the failure events of the
system (i.e., violation of target performance).
Approximate reliability methods, such as the frst and second order reliability method
(FORM and SORM, respectively [32]), depend on the identifcation of the so-called design
point for generating failure probability estimates. Approximate reliability methods are
generally applicable for systems with few random parameters and weak nonlinearities [33,
34]. Analysis of systems with a substantial number of nonlinear system outputs and/or
uncertain input parameters require simulation techniques rather than the FORM and SORM
approximations.
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2.1.2

Robust Design Optimization

The performance of aerospace systems can be sensitive to small variations caused due to
various sources (for example, operating environment, material properties, manufacturing
tolerances, etc.). Consider the example of an aircraft engine that is intended to operate
at a specifc atmospheric condition (temperature and pressure, for instance) but, in actual
operation, that design sees a range of temperatures and pressures. A robust design would
be less sensitive to these variations. Robust design optimization methods were developed
to identify an optimal design, which is relatively invariant to uncertain parameters, model
sensitivities and parameter variations [2, 4, 35, 36].
Robust design techniques account for the uncertainties explicitly in the optimization
process. This is usually accomplished by defning different robustness measures to incorporate the uncertainties. The robustness measure based on a worst case scenario—realization
of the uncertainty that is most unfavorable—is often employed in methods that utilize
deterministically modeled uncertainties [4, 37]. For probabilistic uncertainties, the variance,
mean (expected value), and other measures of statistical dispersion are used as standard
robustness measures [38, 39]. Robust design methods have become an integral and powerful
tool to assist designers in making reliable decisions under uncertainty [40].
The research efforts mentioned above showed that incorporating the effects of uncertainties in the design optimization process yielded design solutions that meet the performance
objectives better than designs obtained from deterministic formulations. These studies used
fxed requirements for the aircraft design problem, such as payload capacity and design mission range. However, aircraft operators can utilize these new aircraft on different operating
missions depending on factors such as demand, existing feet composition, feet availability,
etc., leading to potential ineffciencies when the operating mission differs from the design
mission. The operations of the feet generally contain uncertainty such as variations in
demand, fight durations and aircraft availability. Thus, considering the operational use
of the new aircraft and the stochastic nature of feet operations in the design optimization
process can lead to improved feet-level performance.
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2.2

Uncertainty in Operational Planning
The operations research community has been instrumental in developing effcient models

for optimizing operations of transportation systems. The earliest methods were based on
deterministic assumptions, and hence, were limited to what-if studies through variation of
parameters, when some of the parameters or quantities were considered to be uncertain.
Stochastic programming/optimization, which assumes that probabilistic distributions of
uncertain parameters are available or can be estimated, and Robust Optimization (RO), in
which the uncertain data is contained within a so-called uncertainty set, have been the most
promising approaches to overcome the defciencies of deterministic analyses.
Dantzig and Ferguson developed the frst multi-stage stochastic programing model to
address uncertainty in airline passenger demand [41, 42]. Elmaghraby studied the problem
of allocation under uncertain passenger demand when the demand is assumed to have a
continuous distribution function [43]. Mulvey et al. [44, 45] developed parallel decomposition algorithms to solve large multi-stage stochastic optimization problems and robust
optimization formulations for aircraft scheduling applications. Baker et al. developed an
operations-research-focused method to evaluate candidate aircraft designs that meet certain
operational requirements in a static pre-defned route network [11]. List et al. [46] used a
two-stage stochastic programming formulation, and a stochastic decomposition solution
approach to examine the impact of uncertainty in feet sizing. Rosenberger et al. proposed a
feet assignment model that is robust to rescheduling operations caused by disruptions [47].
They showed that solutions obtained from these models for minimal planned operating cost
and passenger spill perform better than those obtained from traditional feet assignment
methods. Listes and Dekker adopted a statistical sampling approach to achieve robust allocation strategies for a feet of aircraft in a case study involving commercial aerial transportation
systems [12]. Powell et al. addressed resource allocation uncertainties in aircraft allocations
for on-demand air transportation through approximate dynamic programming methods [14].
Bertsimas proposed robust counterpart formulations to deal with uncertainties for resource
allocation and acquisitions under uncertainty [13].
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These studies illustrate that incorporating the effects of uncertainty in the operational
planning process improves the operational performance and utilization of the feet. However,
in these efforts, the characteristics of the different vehicle types in the feet are constant. As
emphasized towards the end of Section 2.1, optimizing the design of the new system and
the operations of the new and existing systems under various types of uncertainties has the
potential to provide “robust/reliable” solutions in terms of feet-level capabilities.

2.3

Combined Vehicle Design and Fleet Allocation/Assignment
The notion of combining the design of new vehicle(s) with the operations of a feet

of vehicles comprising of existing and new systems is relatively recent, and researchers
have been exploring this for the last ten to ffteen years. Yang et al. [48] investigated the
optimal vehicle allocation for an overnight package delivery system. Frommer et al. [49]
studied the design of variable geometry aircraft and its effectiveness in a feet of aircraft
compared to a feet of fxed-geometry aircraft for an example search-and-fnd concept
of operations. Taylor and de Weck [7, 50] developed an integrated transportation system
formulation to concurrently optimize the vehicle design and network fow. Their work
demonstrated a 10% reduction in system cost for an example air transportation system,
and a 19% improvement in total system mass required for package delivery to prescribed
destinations for an example space transportation system when compared to traditional
optimization methods that optimize only the vehicle design.
Mane et al. [8, 16] and Nusawardhana [17] solved the simultaneous design and resource
allocation problem using a subspace decomposition approach. The decomposition approach
addresses the issue of tractability of solving a monolithic, mixed integer/discrete non-linear
programming problem and has provided improved “design solutions” compared to “baseline
designs” across a set of aviation applications including commercial airlines, on-demand
air taxi services and fractional management operations [8, 16, 51]. Mane and Crossley [51]
extended the decomposition approach to incorporate uncertainty in passenger demand for ondemand air transportation services. This effort used a random sampling technique through
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Monte Carlo simulations to refect the uncertain passenger demand between city pairs.
Davendralingam [52] developed and studied a robust mean variance optimization approach
that addressed the integrated nature of aircraft design, passenger demand and airline network
design. The author’s proposed methodology provided design solutions that improved an
airline’s expected profts.
Figure 2.1 depicts the evolution of the research efforts at Purdue University that utilize
the subspace decomposition approach to solve the combined vehicle design and resource
allocation problem. While the earlier efforts addressed uncertainty in only feet operations,
this research addresses uncertainty in both aircraft design and resource allocation, and the
propagation of uncertainty from the aircraft design domain to the resource allocation domain,
which increases the complexity of solving the resource allocation problem under uncertainty.
Deterministic
••Frommer & Crossley [47],
Aircraft Design &
Mane et al. [6,14],
Deterministic
Nusawardhana [15]
Fleet Operations
Deterministic
Aircraft Design &
Uncertain Fleet
Operations

••Mane & Crossley [49],
Davendralingam [50]
Uncertain Aircraft
Design &
••This research
Uncertain Fleet
Operations

Figure 2.1.: Research efforts in the area of combined aircraft design and resource allocation
using the decomposition approach at Purdue University

More recently, Marwaha and Kokkolaras [53] used a decomposition-based nested formulation to study the effects of including network design in the coupled aircraft design and
feet allocation problem. They demonstrated the benefts of using the nested formulation in
comparison to the all-in-one approach for a seven-city and a 15-city problem. Jansen [54]
studied the integrated transportation problem that coupled the design optimization of multiple aircraft families and the allocation of these aircraft in multiple route networks along
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with variability in passenger demand. In his Ph.D dissertation, Jansen demonstrated that
coupling the aircraft family design and their operational use can lead to signifcant energy
intensity and fuel burn reductions.
Previous efforts by the author of this dissertation and his colleagues have utilized the
subspace decomposition approach for the coupled aircraft design and feet assignment
problem for multiple airlines [19], and for military airlift operations [1, 9, 10, 18]. All these
efforts have demonstrated the potential for feet-level improvements through the introduction
of new aircraft that has been optimized through the decomposition approach. However,
some of these works assume that the quantity of resources available and/or level of demand
for these resources are known, while, other research efforts address uncertainties at the
system-level or at the resource allocation-level separately, and do not consider the impact of
system-level requirements on feet-level performance under two or more domain-specifc
uncertainties. To the best of the author’s knowledge, uncertainties in both the design of new
system(s) and feet operations have not been studied. The author’s initial efforts explored
two different strategies—design of experiments and bounding analysis—to understand the
effects of considering both demand and design parameter uncertainties in the coupled aircraft
design and feet assignment problem [4, 55].
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3. UNCERTAINTY CONSIDERATIONS
Optimization under uncertainty has been an active research feld for many years. Considering that real-world applications often contain uncertain data, either due to inherent
stochasticity/randomness, or due to errors (such as modeling and predictions errors in the
calculations of objective and/or constraint functions), solutions to optimization problems
under uncertainty are expected to be “robust” and/or “reliable”, when compared to their
deterministic counterparts. This chapter constitutes a short discussion of the types of uncertainty affecting engineering design, and potential methodologies for solving these design
under uncertainty problems.

3.1

Types of Uncertainty
Uncertainty can embody and infuence computational models in various contexts, and

can originate and appear in many areas of the design process. Several taxonomies exist for
describing uncertainties, depending on the context and the point of view of the person or
the organization. From the viewpoint of a designer, there exist two overarching classes of
uncertainties [56].
• Lack of knowledge: Imprecise or absence of complete information. This type of
uncertainty often arises early in the development of a technical product, where the
required knowledge can never be precisely acquired or is available only at some time
in the future. For instance, material properties of the components that would be used
during manufacturing are not known precisely at the conceptual design phase.
• Lack of defnition: System properties that are undecided or unavailable. This type of
uncertainty arises when the requirements of the system have not been defned clearly.
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For instance, dimensions for some subsystems have been fxed, but the shape and
dimensions for other subsystems have not been determined.
The other two major viewpoints to explain uncertainty are the epistemologically motivated categorization and the system theoretical viewpoint. The epistemological perspective
categorizes uncertainties into objective and subjective uncertainties. Objective uncertainty
also known as aleatory, stochastic, irreducible, type I uncertainty, or variability stems from
the physical variability in the analyzed system or its environment, and is well characterized
using probabilistic approaches. Subjective uncertainty also known as epistemic, reducible,
or type II uncertainty stems from the knowledge defciency about the analyzed system.
Epistemic uncertainty arises from assumptions in the model, inability to observe phenomena,
and is well characterized using deterministic type or possibilistic type approaches [2, 6, 57].
Consider the “system” shown in Figure 3.1. According to the system theoretical
viewpoint, the system is designed to generate the desired outputs, f˜, which depend on
the environmental inputs, α. Changing the values of the design variables, x, changes the
performance of the system.

f˜ = f (x, α)

System	
  

Uncertainty in operations
Uncertainty in observed
system performance
Uncertainty in design
parameters

Performance	
  
Evalua7on	
  

Environment	
  

•
•
•

Design parameters

Decision	
  making	
  approach	
  
(Op7miza7on)	
  

Figure 3.1.: System design accounting for different types of uncertainties

(3.1)
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The α-parameters in the system model can represent the changing environmental and
operating conditions. The variability in the model inputs in the early stages of the design
process either due to lack of knowledge or lack of defnition also results in uncertainty. The
design variables, x, can be controlled by the designer, and changing the variables changes the
response of the system (or design). The uncertainty in the model inputs (design parameters
of the system), ξ , are not under the designers’ control but changing design parameters also
changes the response of the system.

F = f (x, ξ , α)

(3.2)

The uncertainty in the design parameters, ξ , may or may not depend on the design variable
x. The uncertainties in the observed system performance ( fˆ) due to “measurement errors”,
i.e., errors in physical measurements, can then be modeled as a random function of x.

fˆ = Fe [ f (x, ξ , α)]

(3.3)

In this research, uncertainty affects the system design in the form of perturbations, ξ ,
and via variations in the operational environment, α.

3.2

Uncertainty in Design Parameters
The conceptual phase of the aircraft design process relies upon semi-empirical equations

and simplifed physics models. The limited knowledge available about the system defnition
at this phase of the design process combined with the usage of low-fdelity modeling tools
results in high uncertainty [4]. For instance, aircraft sizing typically determines the size,
weight and performance of an aircraft to meet its design mission based on a set of nominal
values for the operating conditions (e.g., cruise altitude). However, when evaluating the
“operating missions” to determine block time and fuel consumed on the fight, there might
be a variation in assigned altitude, routing, speed, etc., which would alter the block time and
fuel consumed [4]. To address uncertainty in design parameters effectively, the frst step is to
identify the most important subset of design parameters that affect the system performance.
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An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), sensitivity analysis, or Design of Experiments (DOE)
can provide the screening process [58]. Following the determination of the most important
design parameters, a Monte Carlo sampling approach combined with robust/reliability-based
optimization formulations can be employed as a solution approach to determine the optimal
value of the design variables, given the uncertainties in the problem. Implementing robust
counterparts for the original objective function is a feasible strategy to deal with problems
involving uncertainty. One important issue that needs to be addressed when solving such
problems is to decide how the raw information obtained from simulations can provide
estimates of the robustness measures/counterparts to perform design optimization under
uncertainty [2]. Listed below are two broadly defned strategies to tackle such problems:
• Monte Carlo sampling approach: Using statistical parameters such as mean value,
variance, obtained for a fxed design point, which are used as inputs to a deterministic
optimization algorithm.
• Meta-model approach: A meta-model is developed from a pre-determined set of
candidate design points. The designer can either build a meta-model to represent
an uncertain response or build a meta-model of a deterministic analysis, which can
then be solving via Monte Carlo sampling techniques to approximate the propagated
uncertainty. Response surface methodology, neural networks, generalized polynomial
chaos and Kriging models are some well known meta-modeling techniques.

3.2.1

Example Formulation for Solving Design Optimization under Uncertainty Problems

The following discussion elucidates a probable solution procedure for design optimization under uncertainty problems. For instance, there is uncertainty in the prediction of empty
weight—because of the weight predictors based on regression of existing aircraft. In this
example, the uncertainty in the prediction is represented using an uncertain scaling factor,
so that the “actual” empty weight is related to the “predicted” empty weight in the following
manner:
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WE actual = ξWE ×WE predicted
For this discussion, assume that the estimations of empty weight (WE ), specifc fuel
consumption (SFC), parasite drag coeffcient ( CD0 ) and direct operating cost per block hour
(DOC/BH) are uncertain because of prediction error.
Additionally, this discussion assumes triangular distributions for the scaling factors to
represent the uncertain predictions, with the distribution parameters listed in Table 3.1. The
triangular distributions relies upon three easy-to-estimate parameters: the lower limit, the
upper limit, and the mode. The values for the three distribution parameters listed in Table 3.1
were chosen based on engineering judgment. If real uncertainty distributions are available
(e.g., historical data from experimental tests that could describe the distribution of prediction
error), then the maximum and minimum values of the sample data can represent the lower
and upper limits. Depending on the ‘real’ uncertainty distribution, the sample mean, median
or mode values, or the method of moments suggested by Dorp and Kotz [59] can provide
the estimate for the mode parameter.
Table 3.1.: Triangular distributions of the four scaling factors of the uncertain model
parameters
Uncertain Parameter (ξ ) Lower Limit Mode Upper Limit
Empty weight multiplier
CD0 multiplier
DOC/BH multiplier
SFC multiplier

0.95
0.90
0.95
0.85

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.05
1.06
1.05
1.15

To quantify the uncertainty in the response due to modeling uncertainties, it is necessary
to execute simulations in the absence of closed form mathematical expressions for the
objective function(s) and constraints. One potential approach is a RBDO formulation subject
to randomness in the uncertain parameters (ξ ). Equations (3.4) describes a generic RBDO
formulation that could be used to address uncertainties in aircraft design.
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minimize E[ f (x, ξ )]
x

(3.4)

subject to P(gi (x, ξ ) ≤ 0) ≥ bi , i = 1, . . . , m.
Where: f (x, ξ ) is the objective function, gi (x, ξ ) is the ith constraint out of a set of
inequality constraints
x and ξ are the set of design variables and uncertain model design parameters,
respectively
bi is the user-defned desired probability of satisfying the ith constraint
Computing the distributions and statistical measures requires evaluation of the objective function ( f ) and constraint functions (g) for many different samples of the uncertain
parameters (ξ ) .

3.3

Uncertainty in Fleet Operations
Starting with the pioneering work done by Dantzig [41], which laid the foundations for

stochastic programming and optimization under probabilistic constraints, many researchers
have investigated airline feet assignment for several decades now. Initial efforts used
sampling/scenario-based frameworks that are dependent on discrete probability distributions
or on discretization of continuous probability distributions. These approaches demonstrated
their effectiveness for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis across a wide set of uses [12, 60].
Despite the scenario-based approaches providing a method to include uncertainty implicitly,
they suffer from the curse of dimensionality; i.e., problem sizes increase exponentially
with increase in the number of uncertain parameters leading to impractical solution times.
Additionally, the choice of the sample size is an important parameter to be determined for
the solution identifed using the the sampled instances to be optimal to the true expected
value problem. Determining the optimal sample size needed to achieve a certain robust
solution quality is still an open question in the optimization research community [2]. Sampleaverage approximation techniques developed for this purpose suggest that small sample sizes
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(compared to the size of the entire sample space) can generate very good solutions under
certain circumstances [61]. Other reduced-sampling methods that adequately represent the
response function variations such as Latin Hypercube sampling, Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays
and importance sampling have potential to mitigate the computational expense [62]. These
methods were developed because the cost of operating a feet and the revenue generated
is dependent on the trip demand characteristics; these demand characteristics are typically
uncertain. The robustness of the feet composition to operational uncertainty, such as demand
variations, is a critical and important issue for airline and military aircraft feets [12]. Here,
the robustness of the feet indicates the ability to meet all possible levels of demand at low
cost (low fuel consumption and high productivity).
The majority of research in decision-making or optimization under uncertainty assume
that the probability distributions of the random variables are known exactly a priori. But, in
many real-world applications, stochastic programming provides insights where the exact
probability distributions are not available; e.g., future passenger demand for air travel.
However, the presence of uncertainty infuences the applicabilty of the solution obtained
through stochastic programming methods for two main reasons: (a) potential infeasibility
of the solution when the decision-maker decides to implement the solution, and (b) the
solution, if feasible, can incur additional costs (or generate lesser revenue) compared to the
truly optimal solution (if perfect information is available a priori).
In the 1970s, Soyster [63] undertook the frst major foray to alleviate these concerns in
the feld of operations research, where all the uncertain parameters in the optimization model
were fxed to their respective worst-case values within a set. The notion of optimizing the
worst-case values of parameters within an uncertainty set has been widely termed as “robust
optimization”, and this terminology will be used henceforth in this chapter in the context of
optimizing feet assignment problems under uncertainty. In general, solutions to the robust
counterpart problem obtained from robust optimization approaches are insensitive to data
uncertainty in the problem. Because these solutions are optimized for the worst-case values
of the uncertain data, they are “immunized” against this uncertainty. Although Soyster’s
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approach immunizes the problem against parameter uncertainty, the solution obtained is
considered to be too conservative for practical implementations.
Research by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [64–66] addressed the drawbacks in the solution
methodology proposed by Soyster through restriction of the uncertain parameters to ellipsoidal uncertainty sets, and paved the way for tractable mathematical programming problem
formulations. However, one signifcant drawback of using ellipsoidal uncertainty sets is the
increase in complexity of the original problem under consideration; for example, the robust
counterpart of a linear programming problem is a second-order conic programming problem.
In the mid-2000s and later, Bertsimas and Sim [13, 67] proposed a robust optimization
approach (based on polyhedral uncertainty sets) that does not increase the complexity of
the problem being considered; for example, the robust counterpart of a linear programming
problem is still a linear programming problem and has tremendous potential for tractability
in solving large-scale problems. Motivated by the methodology introduced by Ben-Tal
and Nemirovski [64–66], Lin et al. [68] and Janak et al. [69] proposed robust optimization
approaches for solving scheduling problems under bounded uncertainty, and under uncertainty with unknown distributions, respectively. Their robust optimization methodologies
have generated “reliable” solutions (i.e., solutions that satisfy constraints under uncertainty
with high probability) to Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problems, which are
immunized against data uncertainty. The next two sections briefy describes the methodology
behind the approaches proposed by Bertsimas and Sim [67] and Lin et al. [68].

3.3.1

Robust counterpart formulation for MILP problems

In general, the statement of a mixed integer linear programming problem on a set of n
variables (the frst k variables are integral) follows:
Minimize cT x
Subject to

Ax ≤ b
(P1)
l≤x≤u
xi ∈ Z,

i = 1, 2, . . . , k
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where c, l, u are n−vectors, A, a m × n matrix, and b, a m−vector. The x vector are the
decision variables, and uncertainty exists only in the constraint coeffcients A. This problem
does not consider uncertainty in decision variables x. Problem (P1) applies to several types
of problems ranging from planning problems to feet assignment problems in the context
of the aviation industry and aerial transportation. If the problem has uncertainty in the
objective function’s cost coeffcient vector c, and in the right hand side vector b of the linear
inequalities or constraints, then a reformulation of problem (P1) is:
Minimize

M

Subject to cT x − M ≤ 0
Ax − by ≤ 0
(P2)
l≤x≤u
xi ∈ Z,

i = 1, 2, . . . , k

y = 1 (“all-ones vector”)
Often, the exact nature of the distribution of the uncertain variables are not known a
priori, but the mean value of the uncertain coeffcients ai j and its range âi j are available.
The range denotes the deviation from the mean value of the uncertain coeffcients. Similarly,
the estimates for the objective function coeffcients ci j and its range di j are available. The
modeling of the uncertain parameters considered for this problem is as follows:
1. Uncertainty for matrix A
A: Each element ai j , j ∈ N = 1, 2, . . . , n is modeled as independent, symmetric, and bounded random variable (but with unknown distribution)


ãi j , j ∈ N = 1, 2, . . . , n within the interval ai j − âi j , ai j + âi j .
2. Uncertainty for objective function vector cc: Each element c j , j ∈ N = 1, 2, . . . , n


takes values in c j , c j + d j , where d j is the deviation for the nominal value, c j .
The modeling allows for the possibility that âi j = 0 and/or d j = 0 to represent fxed values
for certain parameters (i.e., these certain parameters are deterministic).
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3.3.1.1

Robust Mixed Integer Programming Formulation

To enforce robustness in the constraints, Bertsimas and Sim [67] introduced a parameter,

Γi , i = 1, · · · , m that takes values in the interval [0, |Ji |], where Ji = j| âi j > 0 . Γ0 (which
controls the level of robustness in the objective function) is assumed to be integer, while
Γi , i = 1, · · · , m can be real numbers.
The parameter Γi —termed the protection level of the ith constraint—controls the robustness of the method against the solution conservatism level. Consider the ith constraint of
the nominal problem (P1), ai x ≤ bi . Ji is the set of coeffcients ai j , j ∈ Ji of the constraint
matrix A, which are subject to uncertainty. This method ensures that the robust solution
will be feasible deterministically for all cases in which up to bΓi c (bSc indicates the largest
integer less than or equal to S) of these coeffcients can vary, and one coeffcient ait can
vary at most by (Γi − bΓi c)âit . Because of the symmetrical nature of the distributions of
the uncertain parameters, this method ensures a feasible solution with very high probability
even when more than bΓi c of the parameters vary.
Similarly, the parameter Γ0 adjusts the level of robustness in the objective function. This
method ensures that the robust solution optimizes for all instances under which bΓ0 c of
the objective function coeffcients can vary to have the greatest infuence on the objective
function. Here, J0 = { j|d j > 0}. Setting Γ0 = 0 instructs the method to ignore the infuence
of uncertainties in the objective function coeffcients leading to the least conservative
solution, while setting Γ0 = |J0 | ensures that the problem considers all deviations in the
objective function coeffcients, leading to the most conservative solution. In general, the
higher the value of Γ0 , the greater the level of robustness in the solution at the cost of worse
nominal objective function values.
The robust counterpart formulation for the nominal problem (P1) is:
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Minimize cT x + z0 Γ0 +

∑ p0 j

j∈J0

Subject to

∑ ai j x j + ziΓi + ∑ pi j ≤ bi
j

z0 + p0 j ≥ d j y j

∀ j ∈ J0

zi + pi j ≥ âi j y j

∀i 6= 0, j ∈ Ji

pi j ≥ 0

∀i, j ∈ Ji

yj ≥ 0

∀j

zi ≥ 0

∀i

−yj ≤ xj ≤ yj

∀j

lj ≤ xj ≤ uj

∀j

xi ∈ Z
3.3.2

∀i

j∈Ji

(P3)

∀i = 1, · · · , k

Interval Robust Counterpart Model

The research area of scheduling under uncertainty has been growing and a substantial amount of work has taken place to address the issue of robustness in production
scheduling under uncertainty. To overcome the large computational expense incurred
by scenario/sampling-based frameworks, Lin et al. [68] and Janak et al. [69] proposed
a robust optimization approach for bounded uncertainty and for uncertainty with known
probability distributions, respectively. Their approaches produce “robust” solutions that are
immunized against uncertainties in both the right-hand-side parameters and the left-handside coeffcients of the inequality constraints of the Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) problems. The robust optimization formulation proposed by Lin et al. [68] for
bounded uncertainty appears below.
Consider the following generic MILP problem:
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Minimize

cT x + d T y

Subject to

Ax + By ≤ p

x,y

(D1)

xl ≤ x ≤ xu
y ∈ {0, 1}
In this model, without loss of generality, assume that the uncertainty stems from both
the left-hand-side coeffcients and the right-hand-side parameters of the constraints, namely,
alm , blk , and pl . If the objective function coeffcients are also uncertain, then the problem
can reformulated by transforming the objective function as a constraint, and minimizing/maximizing the limits placed on that constraint. Let the following intervals bound the
uncertain parameters:
|ãlm − alm | ≤ ξ |alm |,

b˜ lk − blk ≤ ξ |blk |,

|p̃l − pl | ≤ ξ |pl |

where ãlm , b̃lk and p̃l are the “true” values, alm , blk and pl are the nominal values, and ξ > 0
is a given uncertainty level. Lin, Janak and Floudas term a solution (x, y) robust, if it satisfes
the following conditions:
• (x, y) is feasible for the nominal problem
• For any value of the uncertain coeffcients in the objective function and the uncertain
parameters in the right-hand side of the constraints, the solution (x, y) must satisfy
the ith inequality constraint or, at worst, violate the constraint with an error of at most
δ ×max [1, |pl |], where δ is a user-defned infeasibility tolerance.
Given an infeasibility tolerance (δ ), to generate robust solutions the (ξ , δ )- Interval
Robust Counterpart (IRC[ξ , δ ]) problem formulation of the original uncertain MILP problem
is as follows:
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Minimize

cT x + d T y

Subject to

Ax + By ≤ p

x,y,u

∑ almxm + ξ ∑ |alm|um + ∑ blk yk
m

+

m∈Ml

k∈
/Kl

∑ (blk + ξ |blk |) yk ≤ pl − ξ |pl | + δ max [1, |pl |]

∀l

(D2)

k∈Kl

− u m ≤ xm ≤ um

∀m

xl ≤ x ≤ xu
y ∈ {0, 1}
3.4

∀k

Concluding Statements
The two robust optimization formulations described in Sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.2, and

the RBDO formulation described in Section 3.2.1 demonstrate the potential for tractability,
address the issues of conservatism, and provide probability guarantees for the optimal
solution to the design under uncertainty problems. Chapter 4 describes the methods and
approach developed in this thesis to solve the combined aircraft design and feet assignment
problem. As a frst step in solving the combined aircraft design and feet assignment problem
under multiple uncertainties, Section 5.1 describes the modeling and solution methodology
when considering operational uncertainty alone (e.g., demand uncertainty). Building upon
these efforts, Section 5.2 describes the research methodology when uncertainties in both
design parameters and feet operations are considered (e.g., both uncertainty in the aircraft
design model and demand uncertainty).
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4. METHODS AND APPROACH
The preceding chapters have presented some of the motivation for combining the design
of a new aircraft with the feet assignment problem so that the new aircraft design works
to directly improve feet-level metrics. At the time of this dissertation, the energy use and
environmental impact of aviation are growing concerns, so the problems used here refect
this. While technological advances may reduce the environmental impact of an individual
aircraft, the environmental impact of aviation is measured best at a feet level, considering
how an operator would use a new aircraft along with the existing aircraft in its feet, rather
than at an individual aircraft level. Using a problem motivated by the reported operations of
the United States Air Force Air Mobility Command for illustration, this chapter presents the
methodology and formulations of a quantitative approach that solves the combined aircraft
design and feet assignment problem. The optimal solutions generated using this approach
describe the requirements and design of the new aircraft that provide the largest feet-level
improvements.

4.1

Introduction of Aviation Emissions and Military Air Cargo Fuel Consumption
The past decade has seen a growing emphasis from aircraft manufacturers, airlines, and

governmental agencies to reduce the environmental impacts of aviation. Several international
agencies such as the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) have proposed commercial aviation emission targets,
including “carbon-neutral growth”, to reduce aviation’s increasingly adverse environmental
impacts [70]. This has initiated various studies and research to predict future global aviation
emissions and fuel use. Macintosh et al. estimated that the global aviation carbon dioxide
emissions will exceed 110% between 2005 and 2025 [71]. Olsthoorn estimated that global
aviation CO2 emissions will increase by factors of 0.86 to 1.44 by 2020, and by factors of
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1.87 to 5.13 by 2050, when compared to 1995 levels. The variations in the factor values
arise from the differences in economic growth rates considered for different scenarios [72].
Lee et al. predict an increase in aviation fuel usage by factors of 2.7 to 3.9 in 2050 over a
base-year of 2000, and increase in CO2 emissions by factors of 2.5 to 3.6 in 2050 over a
base-year of 2005 [73]. As a result, environmental concerns such as fuel use, emissions,
and noise limits, are becoming important considerations in the development of new aircraft
designs [74]. Though noise is an important environmental issue for aviation, this work
addresses only fuel use, which could be correlated to carbon emissions.
While reducing fuel consumption and energy usage should mitigate environmental
impacts, the motivation in addressing a defense-oriented energy effciency problem stems
from the Energy Effciency Starts with the Acquisition Process fact sheet [75] which states,
“Neither current requirements or acquisition processes accurately explore tradeoff opportunities using fuel as an independent variable”. The factsheet also states, “Current processes
undervalue technologies with the potential to improve energy effciency”. Studies conducted
by the Institute for Defense Analyses, the Defense Science Board, and the Energy Security
Task Force have all alluded to signifcant risks and operational constraints that energy
effciency issues pose on military operational fexibility [1, 75, 76]. As Figure 4.1 depicts,
aviation fuel is the largest contributor to the energy consumption in the Department of
Defense (DoD), with the Air Mobility Command (AMC) being the single largest user [77].
Also recognizing the environmental impacts, recent energy strategic plan initiatives by the
U.S. Air Force suggest reduction in greenhouse gas emissions through implementation of
improved fuel effciency practices, and through increased use of renewable and alternative
aviation fuels [78]. Although fuel use and emissions in military aviation is less than that
of commercial aviation [79], improving energy effciency within the AMC can provide a
signifcant reduction in the overall environmental impact of aviation. A reduction in AMC
aviation fuel use by 2.7% from 2006 to 2009 resulted in a decrease in emissions of over
800,000 metric tons CO2 —equivalent to eliminating emissions from nearly 150,000 cars
used on U.S. highways for one year [80]. Historical trends in military aviation reveal a
decrease of more than 60% in the energy intensity of the entire U.S. feet between 1971
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and 1998, with an average decrease of about 3.3% per year [79]. This chapter discusses
the investigation of strategies that reduce feet-level fuel consumption to curtail carbon
emissions directly—this makes an air mobility-related application relevant for the current
research effort.

Figure 4.1.: Breakdown of total energy consumption and aviation fuel consumption within
the DoD

The growing demand for global air transportation—both commercial and military—will
result in increased utilization of aircraft and, consequently, even greater environmental
impacts. The reduction of these impacts cannot rely on technological hardware advancements alone due to the magnitude of improvement that is required to meet the stated carbon
emissions reduction goals. A multi-pronged approach that involves a holistic understanding
of air transportation is needed [81]; this involves the intelligent selection of technologies,
policies, and operational improvements that, when integrated, provide additional systemwide improvements beyond the immediate gains of hardware technological advancements
alone. Important aspects of the aircraft acquisition process drives the selection of such a
comprehensive solution—here, the important step of setting requirements for a new aircraft’s
design govern the way that operators may use the new aircraft, how other existing systems
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interact with it, and consequently, how the System of Systems (SoS) as a whole is affected
by the yet-to-be-designed aircraft’s introduction

4.2

Aspects of Modeling Military Cargo Air Transportation
The logistics involved in the transportation of cargo across the AMC service network

requires effective deployment of its feet of aircraft to meet daily cargo delivery requirements,
while minimizing fuel consumption and other related costs [18]. The choice of which aircraft
to operate on individual fight legs in order to meet the cargo delivery obligations within
a scheduled time frame and operational constraints determines the total amount of fuel
consumed by the AMC feet. The identifcation of fuel-saving measures in minimizing
feet-wide emissions is thus tied into the design of the aircraft used, and the structure of
the routes fown. However, the characteristics of the aircraft dictate the kind of network
that the feet can serve, thus making this a closely coupled problem. Because the type of
aircraft operated in the network has an impact upon the feet-level fuel consumption, there
may be an opportunity to identify design requirements for a new aircraft that can reduce
the total feet fuel consumption. The approach described in this chapter provides a process
that allows an aircraft acquisitions decision-maker to examine how acquisition decisions
describing the requirements for a new aircraft might be made to directly reduce feetlevel fuel consumption (here, related to emissions). The work extends the decomposition
approach proposed by Mane et al. [8,16] and Nuswardhana [17] to allow for the examination
of tradeoffs between objectives of productivity (as a measure of mission effectiveness)
and fuel consumption, when considering the addition of a new, yet-to-be-acquired aircraft
to a feet of existing aircraft. These two competing objectives (maximizing productivity
increases fuel consumption and minimizing fuel consumption decreases productivity) often
play a critical role in determining new system requirements. Treating these as competing
objectives also allows for presentation of the resulting best tradeoff solutions in the format
of feet productivity as if it were a function of fuel consumption; i.e., this approach allows
exploration of tradeoffs using fuel as an independent variable.
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4.2.1

Cargo Demand in the AMC Service Network

The AMC service/demand network differs from commercial airline passenger or cargo
networks. The fow of cargo within the network is highly uncertain, with large fuctuations in
demand over time, and the cargo demand is asymmetrical, meaning that the demand for cargo
from one base to another is usually very different than the demand in the opposite direction
between the same bases. The uncertainties mainly arise due to demand fuctuation based on
different operational scenarios. Figure 4.2a shows the fuctuations in the number of pallets
transported daily between a representative base pair listed in the Global Air Transportation
Execution System (GATES) dataset for the year 2006. In this plot, the calendar day appears
on the horizontal axis, while the heights of the bars indicate the number of pallets transported
each day. Figure 4.2b, presents a histogram of the number of pallets transported per day
for the same representative base pair; this reveals that many days had a demand of 20 or
fewer pallets on this route. Twenty pallets might be well below the maximum capacity of
a single aircraft used to transport this demand. The AMC feet must have the fexibility to
meet fuctuating demand—the comparatively, rare, high-demand scenarios, and the typical,
nominal demand scenarios—to address fuel effciency effectively.
Number of pallets transported between representative base pair in 2006
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Figure 4.2.: Pallets transported on a sample route from the GATES dataset.
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4.2.2

GATES Dataset

The AMC feet operates on a global network consisting of over 350 bases and in excess
of 1750 routes. The GATES dataset documents historical route and cargo demand data,
and it contains comprehensive information on palletized cargo delivered and personnel
transported using the AMC feet of aircraft. Per the GATES dataset, the existing AMC feet
to serve the demand consisted of 92 C-5s, 145 C-17s, and 69 747-Fs. This shows that AMC
transported cargo using C-5 and C-17 aircraft from the strategic feet, and used chartered
Boeing 747 Freighter (747-F) aircraft from the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) for long
range missions. The 2006 GATES data provides a representative cargo fow in the AMC
service network and the aircraft used to transport the cargo. For future aircraft design, the
demand should be a prediction of future demand; in this work, the historical data takes the
place of this future demand prediction.
Each data entry in the GATES dataset represents cargo on a pallet or a pallet-train that
AMC actually transported. Each pallet data entry has detailed information about the pallet
transported, such as pallet gross weight, departure date and time, arrival date and time,
mission distribution system (MDS), aircraft tail number, aerial port of embarkation (APOE),
aerial port of disembarkation (APOD), pallet volume, pallet confguration, etc. These data
enable the reconstruction of the route network, pallet demand characteristics, and existing
feet size for the feet assignment problem [1].
Based on the available dataset, this problem investigation uses the following assumptions:
1. The refned route network from the GATES dataset is representative of all AMC cargo
operations
(a) Only routes served by C-5, C-17 and 747-F aircraft are considered. These aircraft
types account for a substantial portion (≈75%) of the total pallets transported in
the year 2006. The other 20+ aircraft types reported in the GATES dataset serve
the remaining portion of the pallet cargo demand. Considering a smaller set of
existing aircraft types (while serving a substantial demand in the route network)
reduces the combinatorial design space of the feet assignment problem, thus
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lowering the computational expense involved in solving the feet assignment
problem under uncertainty.
(b) All pallets have fxed dimensions representing the 463L pallet type. Sizing the
payload bay and, therefore, the fuselage uses these pallet dimensions. Although
aircraft in the strategic feet carry “outsized cargo” such as tanks, this work does
not consider these requirements for the sizing of the new, yet-to-be-acquired
aircraft because of the non-availability of information pertaining to “outsized
cargo” transportation in the GATES dataset.
2. Demand reported in GATES for 2006 is representative of future demand requirements
when a new, yet-to-be-designed aircraft would be introduced.
The application problem does not assume any demand growth. The lack of publicly
available information coupled with having only one year of operations reported in
the GATES dataset prevents the development of a reasonable future pallet demandforecasting algorithm for the routes operated by the AMC. However, the research
methodology is still applicable, and effective, if future demand distributions are
available, or if future demand can be estimated using demand forecasting algorithms.

4.3

Monolithic Formulation
An approach to consider both aircraft design and feet assignment as a monolithic

optimization problem can take the form of a mathematical programming problem that seeks
to minimize (or maximize) a feet-level objective by searching for the optimal values of a set
of decision variables. These decision variables describe the requirements of the new system,
the new system design features, and also determine the assignment of the new and existing
systems to meet demand requirements under multi-domain uncertainties. The resulting
problem is a stochastic MINLP problem.
• It is stochastic, because of the presence of both aircraft design model and pallet
demand uncertainty.
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• It is mixed-integer, because of the presence of continuous decision variables such as
the aircraft design variables of aspect ratio, wing loading, along with integer decision
variables such as pallet capacity, number of engines.
• It is non-linear, because of the presence of non-linear objective function and constraints
related to the aircraft sizing equations.
The following set of equations provides the deterministic version of the monolithic
problem.
Minimize
P−Pnew K

N

N

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j · FCp,k,i, j

+

p=1 k=1 i=1 j=1
P

∑

K

N

N

∑∑∑

p=P−Pnew +1 k=1 i=1 j=1
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⎤
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∑ x p,k,i,n ≥ ∑ x p,k+1,n, j

i=1

(4.3)

i=1

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P ∀k = 1, 2, . . . K
K

N

∀n = 1, 2, . . . N

N

∑ ∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j · BH p,k,i, j ≤ B p

k=1 i=1 j=1

(4.4)

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P
P

K

∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j ·Cap p,k,i, j ≥ demi, j

p=1 k=1

∀i = 1, 2, . . . N

∀ j = 1, 2, . . . N

(4.5)
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N

∑ x p,1,i, j ≤ O p,i

(4.6)

j=1

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P
N

∀i = 1, 2, . . . N

N

∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j ≤ 1

i=1 j=1

(4.7)

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P ∀k = 1, 2, . . . K
ST O (SpeedX , PalletX , RangeX , ARX , (W /S)X , (T /W )X ) ≤ Dtakeoff

(4.8)

14 ≤ PalletX ≤ 38

(4.9)

2400 nmi ≤ RangeX ≤ 3800 nmi

(4.10)

350 knots ≤ SpeedX ≤ 550 knots

(4.11)

6 ≤ ARX ≤ 9.5

(4.12)

65 lb/ f t 2 ≤ (W /S)X ≤ 161 lb/ f t 2

(4.13)

0.18 ≤ (T /W )X ≤ 0.35

(4.14)

x p,k,i, j ∈ {0, 1}

SpeedX , RangeX , ARX , (T /W )X , (W /S)X ∈ R+

PalletX ∈ Z+
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Equation (4.1) is the objective function that seeks to minimize the feet-level fuel
consumption, where FC p,k,i, j indicates the fuel consumption coeffcient of the kth trip
for aircraft p from base i to base j. The equation has two parts; the frst product term,
x p,k,i, j · FC p,k,i, j , represents the fuel consumption of the existing feet, where Pnew represents
the number of new, yet-to-be-designed aircraft in the feet, and P, the total number of aircraft
in the feet; the second product term represents the fuel consumption of assigning the new,
yet-to-be-designed aircraft. The fuel consumption characteristics of the new aircraft are a
function of aircraft design variables (aspect ratio, thrust-to-weight ratio, and wing loading)
and aircraft design requirements (pallet capacity, design range, and cruise speed). The term
x p,k,i, j is a binary decision variable that takes a value of 1 if the kth trip of aircraft p is fown
from base i to base j, and it takes a value of 0 otherwise.
Equation (4.2) accounts for the multi-objective nature of this problem through an εconstraint formulation. This forces the feet-level productivity to be greater than a pre-defned
limit, L; the limit is varied and the problem is re-solved for each varied value of the limit to
generate a set of Pareto optimal solutions. The term Speed p,k,i, j ·Cap p,k,i, j in Equation (4.2)
refers to the productivity (speed of payload delivered) of utilizing aircraft p for the kth trip
from base i to base j.
The constraint Equation (4.3) is the balance and sequencing constraint that enables the
(k + 1)th trip of an aircraft out of a base, i, to occur only after the kth trip of that aircraft
into base i. This constraint ensures that an aircraft is present at a base prior to completing a
subsequent segment trip out of the same base.
Equation (4.4) limits fights to only occur within the daily utilization limit, B p (here,
this uses an assumption of 16 hours per day to account for loading, unloading, servicing,
maintenance, etc.) of the aircraft, where BH p,k,i, j indicates the block hour of the kth trip for
aircraft p from base i to base j.
Equation (4.5) ensures that the carrying capacity of the combined trips meets or exceeds
the pallet demand on each route, where Cap p,k,i, j indicates the pallet carrying capacity of
the kth trip for aircraft p from base i to base j.
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Equation (4.6) ensures that the frst trip of each aircraft p originates at its initial location
(this is considered the aircraft’s home or starting base for the day of operations); this initial
location is randomly generated. Because the GATES dataset does not clearly indicate the
starting location of aircraft each day, the problem formulation here uses a random distribution
for each aircraft’s starting location. The term O p,i is a binary variable that indicates if base i
is the initial location for aircraft p. Equation (4.7) ensures that each aircraft p fies at most
one trip for its kth segment.
Equation (4.8) limits the maximum takeoff distance of the new aircraft so that the new
aircraft can operate at all bases in the network. Equations (4.9) to (4.11) describe bounds on
the aircraft design variables of pallet capacity, design range at maximum payload, and cruise
speed capabilities of the new aircraft [82, 83]. The continuous aircraft design variables of
aspect ratio, thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading that describe the new aircraft have
bounds within the range of values associated with current cargo aircraft [84]; these bounds
appear in Equations (4.12) to (4.14).

4.4

Subspace Decomposition Strategy
As mentioned earlier, the monolithic problem statement for aircraft design and feet

assignment is diffcult to solve because they combine the intrinsic diffculty of non-linear optimization and the combinatorial nature of mixed-integer programs, and eventually becomes
intractable for even relatively small problem sizes [4, 8]. The approach presented here uses
a decomposition strategy to replace the monolithic problem with a series of three smaller,
tractable problems: a top-level problem, an aircraft sizing problem, and a feet assignment
problem. Figure 4.3 presents the decomposition strategy, and shows how information fows
between the three smaller problems. The two subspace problems presented here follow
natural boundaries of the disciplines involved.
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Top Level Subspace
minimize:

Fleet fuel consumption

subject to:

Fleet productivity

variable:

PalletX, RangeX, SpeedX

PalletX
RangeX
SpeedX

Aircraft Sizing Subspace
minimize:

fuel consumed on route
(RangeX)

subject to:

takeoff distance

variables:

AR X, (T/W)X, (W/S)X,

FCpkij
PalletX
SpeedX

Fleet Assignment Subspace

-

Fleet fuel consumption
Fleet productivity

minimize:

Fleet fuel consumption

subject to:

pallet capacity,
demand constraints,
scheduling constraints,
productivity limits

variables:

xpkij

Figure 4.3.: Subspace decomposition strategy for deterministic formulation of the monolithic
problem.

The top-level problem helps explore the “requirements space” for the new, yet-to-beintroduced aircraft based on improvements in feet-level metrics. The top-level problem
chooses candidate values for the top-level decision variables, which then become parameters
for the aircraft sizing subproblem. After the aircraft sizing problem is solved, the outputs of
the aircraft sizing problem and the top-level optimization problem, namely the productivity
coeffcients and fuel consumption coeffcients, pallet capacity and design range, respectively,
then become inputs to the aircraft assignment problem. Here, the assignment problem’s
objective is to minimize the feet-level fuel consumption using characteristics of the new,
yet-to-be-introduced aircraft (range, pallet capacity, and speed) along with other existing
aircraft in the feet, subject to capacity, feet-level productivity and aircraft trip limits. The
feet-level values for fuel consumption and productivity return to the top-level problem as
the responses of interest.
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4.4.1

Top-level Subspace

In this effort, the top-level optimization problem does not contain any non-linear constraints and includes only bounds for the decision variables. Equations (4.15) to (4.18)
describe the deterministic formulation of the top-level problem.

Minimize

Fleet - fuel (PalletX , RangeX , SpeedX )

(4.15)

Subject to

14 ≤ PalletX ≤ 38

(4.16)

2400 nmi ≤ RangeX ≤ 3800 nmi

(4.17)

350 knots ≤ SpeedX ≤ 550 knots

(4.18)

SpeedX , RangeX ∈ R+ ,

PalletX ∈ Z+

Equation (4.15) describes the objective function that seeks to minimize the feet-level fuel
consumption using pallet capacity, range and cruise speed of the new, yet-to-be-introduced
aircraft type X as decision variables. Equations (4.16) to (4.18) show the bounds for the toplevel design variables. The values for the bounds were based on strategic airlift requirements,
and characteristics exhibited by current cargo transport aircraft [82, 83]. The monolithic
problem formulation (see Section 4.3) incorporated a constraint that allowed for a tradeoff of
feet fuel consumption and feet productivity. In the decomposition approach, the constraint
to allow this tradeoff appears in the feet assignment subspace problem, rather than the
top-level subspace, because the feet assignment “domain” computes the feet productivity
value.

4.4.2

Aircraft Sizing Subspace

The Aircraft Sizing Subspace solves an optimization problem for the best aircraft to
meet the design requirements provided by the top-level problem. This subspace uses an
“in-house” aircraft sizing code to predict aircraft cost, weights and performance.
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4.4.2.1

Aircraft Sizing Code

In the aircraft sizing subspace, an in-house aircraft sizing code [9, 10] provides estimates
of the yet-to-be-introduced aircraft’s coeffcients describing Direct Operating Cost (DOC),
block hour, productivity, and fuel consumption for various routes in the service network
based on inputs of design pallet capacity, range and aircraft speed that come from the toplevel optimization problem. The aircraft sizing code also provides the performance values
for existing aircraft in the AMC feet [4]. Jane’s Aircraft database [84] provided the input
parameters for the three existing aircraft types (C-5, C-17, 747-F). Table 4.1 summarizes
the technical characteristics of the various aircraft types in the existing AMC feet based on
[84].
Table 4.1.: Technical characteristics of different aircraft types in the existing AMC feet

4.4.2.2

Parameter

C-5

C-17

747-F

Pallet Capacity
Range [nmi]
Cruise speed [knots]
W /S [lb/ f t 2 ]
T /W
AR

36
2982
490
135.48
0.205
7.75

18
2420
450
161.84
0.263
7.20

29
4445
490
137.34
0.286
7.70

Aircraft Sizing Optimization Problem

The aircraft sizing problem seeks to minimize the fuel consumption of the new, yet-tobe-introduced aircraft for the values of design range (RangeX ), pallet capacity (PalletX ), and
cruise speed (SpeedX ) from the top-level optimization problem. With the top-level objective
to minimize feet-level fuel consumption, and the aircraft sizing objective to minimize
the fuel consumed by the new aircraft for its prescribed design range, pallet capacity, and
cruise speed, there is a slight disconnect between the objectives of these two levels. Clearly,
minimizing the fuel consumption of the new aircraft on its design route is aligned with
minimizing expected feet fuel consumption, but these are not exactly the same objective.
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The difference in the objectives is that, at each aircraft sizing iteration, the minimization
of fuel consumption is done using some fxed value of design range, pallet capacity, and
cruise speed—this is the typical case in aircraft design where these quantities are set as
requirements for some ‘representative design mission’. However, the top-level optimization
problem drives the question of ‘what requirements do we need to set in the frst place?’
by intelligently searching through the design space of the top-level decision variables, to
fnd aircraft designs that also optimizes operational aspects of how the aircraft is used at
the feet level. For example, consider the dimension of design range—as the top-level
problem searches across values of range, this naturally changes the set of feasible routes
that the new aircraft can fy, thereby changing how the feet comprising of existing and new
aircraft serves the overall route network. By doing so, the top-level problem seeks additional
feet-wide fuel savings that these operational aspects refect as a function of the decision
variables. Therefore, the aircraft sizing objective can be viewed as a subset of the top-level
problem objective. Because the type of aircraft assigned on individual fight segments/legs
drives the total amount of fuel consumed by the feet, an aircraft designed for minimal fuel
consumption will lead to improved feet utilization that reduces feet-level fuel consumption,
when compared to feet operations using only the feet of existing aircraft.
The aircraft sizing problem here includes a performance constraint on takeoff distance
to demonstrate that the approach can incorporate additional performance constraints as
required. A more comprehensive problem statement might include additional performance
constraints on the aircraft design, such as minimum second-segment climb gradient, minimum service ceiling or top-of-climb, minimum best cruise Mach number, maximum landing
feld length, etc. The design variables in the aircraft sizing subspace are the three variables
that generally have the largest impact on the size, weight and performance of an aircraft,
namely the wing aspect ratio (ARX ), thrust-to-weight ratio ((T /W )X ) and wing loading
((W /S)X ). All the aircraft sizing decision variables are continuous real numbers, but the
aircraft sizing problem can include discrete decision variables such as number of engines,
fuselage confgurations, as required. If the aircraft sizing problem were to include both
discrete and continuous decision variables, then this would necessitate using optimization
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methods such as evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing, which could handle
mixed-discrete nonlinear optimization problems. The approach could include many other
aircraft design variables, but limiting the number to three for these studies illustrates the
overall approach, and helps reduce the computational time to solve the aircraft subspace
optimization problem. The aircraft sizing problem is a non-linear programming (NLP)
problem, and Equations (4.19) to (4.23) describe the deterministic formulation.

Given

PalletX , RangeX , SpeedX

Minimize

Design range fuel consumption (ARX , (W /S)X , (T /W )X )

(4.19)

Subject to

ST O (PalletX , RangeX , SpeedX , ARX , (W /S)X , (T /W )X ) ≤ Dtakeoff

(4.20)

6 ≤ ARX ≤ 9.5

(4.21)

65 lb/ f t 2 ≤ (W /S)X ≤ 161 lb/ f t 2

(4.22)

0.18 ≤ (T /W )X ≤ 0.35

(4.23)

ARX , (T /W )X , (W /S)X ∈ R+
Equation (4.19) is the objective function to minimize the fuel consumption of the new
aircraft X using wing aspect ratio (ARX ), thrust-to-weight ratio ((T /W )X ) and wing loading
((W /S)X ) as decision variables. For each function evaluation of the top-level problem, the
current values of PalletX , RangeX , and SpeedX become fxed parameters for the aircraft
sizing problem. Equation (4.20) constrains maximum takeoff distance of the new aircraft to
ensure that the new aircraft can takeoff and function at all bases in the network, within the
bounds of modern day cargo aircraft descriptions shown in Equations (4.21) to (4.23).

4.4.3

Fleet Assignment Subspace

The Fleet Assignment Subspace solves an integer programming problem to identify the
optimal assignment of the feet’s aircraft to meet demand obligations; this includes the new
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aircraft—as described by the solution of the preceding aircraft sizing subspace—along with
existing aircraft in the feet.

4.4.3.1

Assignment Problem Formulation

From the optimal set of design variables to minimize the new aircraft’s design mission
fuel consumption, the aircraft sizing subspace also calculates important performance coeffcients—like fuel consumption, direct operating cost, time of fight, etc.—for the new aircraft
on each route in the service network. These become input parameters for the subsequent
assignment problem. The following equations describe the deterministic formulation of the
assignment problem.

Minimize

P

K

N

N

x p,k,i, j · FC p,k,i, j

∑ ∑∑∑

(4.24)

p=1 k=1 i=1 j=1

Subject to
P

K

N

N

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j ·

�

Speed p,k,i, j ·Cap p,k,i, j ≥ L

(4.25)

p=1 k=1 i=1 j=1
N

N

∑ x p,k,i,n ≥ ∑ x p,k+1,n, j

i=1

(4.26)

i=1

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P ∀k = 1, 2, . . . K
K

N

∀n = 1, 2, . . . N

N

∑ ∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j · BH p,k,i, j ≤ B p

k=1 i=1 j=1

(4.27)

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P
P

K

∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j ·Cap p,k,i, j ≥ demi, j

p=1 k=1

∀i = 1, 2, . . . N

∀ j = 1, 2, . . . N

(4.28)
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N

∑ x p,1,i, j ≤ O p,i

(4.29)

j=1

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P ∀i = 1, 2, . . . N
N

N

∑ ∑ x p,k,i, j ≤ 1

i=1 j=1

∀p = 1, 2, . . . P

(4.30)

∀k = 1, 2, . . . K

x p,k,i, j ∈ {0, 1}

(4.31)

Equation (4.24) is the objective function that minimizes the feet-level fuel consumption,
subject to the following constraints: feet productivity limit (4.25), node balance (4.26),
daily utilization limit of the aircraft (4.27), demand (4.28), aircraft starting location (4.29)
and maximum trip limit (4.30). Equation (4.31) describes the binary decision variable of
the assignment subspace that takes a value of 1 if the kth trip of aircraft p is fown from
base i to base j; otherwise, this takes a value of 0. The number of aircraft available for
each aircraft type is enforced through the subscript p (aircraft tail numbers) in the problem
formulation. For instance, p = 1, 2, · · · , 8 can correspond to the eight C-5 aircraft in the
feet, while p = 9, 10, · · · , 20, and p = 21, 22, · · · , 26 denote the 12 C-17 and the six 747-F
aircraft in the feet, respectively.
As described by the author of this dissertation in [1], the motivation for the “schedulinglike” formulation is to represent the scheduling and operations decisions made by Air
Mobility Command; it does not explicitly consider pilot scheduling nor does it account
for the priority of certain cargo. This formulation, using node balance constraints, allows
individual aircraft to make multiple fight segments in one day (as long as these ft within
a prescribed time limit), allows for pallets to be carried from their origin to destination
on possibly multiple aircraft, and tracks each individual aircraft by “tail number”. These
features more directly model AMC operations than some of the previous models from
the the author of this dissertation and his colleagues when considering passenger airline
transportation [8, 19].
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4.5

Optimizers Used to Solve the Different Subspace Problems
Either a partial enumeration scheme or the NOMAD (Nonlinear Optimization by Mesh

Adaptive Direct Search) algorithm [85, 86] solves the small, MINLP top-level problem. The
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method [87] solves the aircraft sizing problem.
The Generic Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) software package, accessed through a
MATLAB® interface, solves the feet assignment problem using the CPLEX solver [88].
In general, the SQP method is best suited for solving smooth non-linear optimization
problems. The computation of partial derivatives for the line search in the SQP algorithm
is sensitive to the smoothness of the objective and constraint functions. Often, robust
implementations of the SQP algorithm and/or building surrogates of the noisy functions can
reduce the sensitivity of the SQP algorithm to gradient approximations under uncertainty.
Because the unmodifed SQP algorithm showed good convergence behavior for the ‘design
under uncertainty’ problems considered in this dissertation, the SQP algorithm was not
altered for formulations of the aircraft sizing problem that consider uncertainty.
Because of the signifcant computational expense associated with solving optimization
problems under uncertainty, parallel computing techniques can help reduce the time required
to obtain the optimal solution. For the single objective analyses of the combined aircraft
design and feet assignment problem under both model and pallet demand uncertainty, using
NOMAD as the top-level optimizer does not allow for the parallelization of the aircraft
sizing and feet assignment subspaces. This is an implementation limitation arising from the
usage of MATLAB® ’s Parallel Computing Toolbox in conjunction with external software
such as GAMS. The author believes that such limitations would not arise if the subspace
decomposition approach is implemented using other programming languages such as Python.
However, a parallel implementation in MATLAB® identifes solutions for the multi-objective
analyses (using the ε-constraint formulation), because each parallel computational run solves
a single objective optimization problem with NOMAD as the top-level optimizer; in this
case, each of these single objective problems use a different limit value for feet productivity.
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5. CASE STUDIES
This chapter describes a sequence of studies to illustrate the modeling and solution
procedures for solving the combined aircraft design and feet assignment problem under
multi-domain uncertainties. The frst study considers only pallet demand uncertainty in the
service network for a ten-base example problem. The second study considers both model
and pallet demand uncertainty using the same ten-base network problem. To demonstrate
the scalability of the subspace decomposition approach, the third study considers both model
and pallet demand uncertainty for a larger 25-base network problem.

5.1

Case 1: Deterministic Aircraft Design and Uncertain Demand
The frst study considers uncertainty only in the pallet demand in the AMC service net-

work. The aircraft sizing subproblem is deterministic, and the feet assignment subproblem
uses a descriptive sampling approach to address the demand uncertainty. Figure 5.1 provides
a schematic of how the subspace decomposition approach accounts for this uncertain pallet
demand in the service network.
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Top Level Subspace
minimize:

E(fuel consumed)

subject to:

E(productivity)

variable:

PalletX, RangeX, SpeedX

PalletX
RangeX
SpeedX

Aircraft Sizing Subspace
minimize:

fuel consumed on route
(RangeX)

subject to:

takeoff distance

variables:

AR X, (T/W)X, (W/S)X,

FCpkij
Fleet Assignment Subspace

PalletX
SpeedX

Descriptive Sampling

.....
E(fuel consumed)
E(productivity)

minimize:

fuel consumed

subject to:

pallet capacity,
demand constraints
scheduling constraints,
productivity limits

variables:

xpkij
‘N’ samples

+

E(fuel consumed) = å

fuel consumedi*
N

Figure 5.1.: Subspace decomposition with descriptive sampling to address demand uncertainty in the feet assignment subspace.

In the current approach, solving the assignment problem many times, using a different
sample from the historically based distribution of cargo demand for each problem instance,
addresses the uncertainty in demand. The results from the multiple assignment problem
solutions allow for the calculation of expected (mean) values of feet productivity and feet
fuel consumption, or other statistical measures of interest. These mean values return to the
top-level problem as the responses of interest.

5.1.1

Descriptive Sampling

The assignment problem formulation in Section 4.4.3 uses a known value for pallet
cargo demand between various origin-destination pairs in the service network. Initial efforts
to address uncertainty in pallet cargo demand in the service network utilized a simple
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random sampling approach [9, 10]. The simple random sampling technique solves a large
number of assignment problems to estimate the expected feet fuel consumption and the
expected feet productivity based on the uncertain demand. Each assignment problem uses
a different, randomly sampled cargo demand on each route from a historical distribution
of demand. While simple random sampling methods are easy to implement, they usually
require a considerable number of sampled demand instantiations for acceptable confdence
measures associated with the predicted expected values; however, increasing the number of
samples increases the computational cost. This exorbitant computational expense can be
prohibitive and can prevent the improved accuracy from an increasing number of samples.
A sampling approach that could provide a more informed representation of the demand
at reduced sampling rates relative to random sampling is necessary to make the problem
computationally tractable [4].
The method of descriptive sampling involves a deliberate collection of sample values
that closely corresponds to the represented distribution [12, 89]. The descriptive sampling
approach samples more values from regions of higher density and fewer values from regions
of lower density. The purposeful collection of sample values at specifc quantile levels
helps to match closely with the represented discrete demand distributions, which greatly
decreases the required number of samples [4]. Additionally, the descriptive sampling
approach reduces set variability (variation between the sampled and actual distributions).
Furthermore, the random permutation (sampling without replacement) of these values
eliminates the possibility of ‘sample bias’ while ensuring scenario/sequence variability
(‘pattern of randomness’). The descriptive sampling approach reduced the computational
cost by about a factor of four relative to the simple random sampling approach to compute
expected feet fuel consumption to the same confdence level.
The demand for pallets on each route (demi, j ) follows a discrete distribution with a
probability mass function Fi, j (see Figure 4.2 for an example of such a discrete distribution).
This efforts treats the uncertain demands as independent random variables. If the random
variables are dependent or correlated, then joint distribution functions of the random variables are required for sampling the demand instances. The probability mass function Fi, j
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is computed using the information on the number of pallets transported per day on each
route between origin (i) and destination ( j) available in the GATES dataset. Using Fi, j , a
piecewise linear nonparametric inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF) estimate
Fi, j −1 is computed in MATLAB® . Generating B demand samples for each route (where B
is the total number of samples) uses the following equation:

demi, j [a] = Fi, j

−1




a − 0.5
,
B

a = 1, 2, 3, . . . , B.

(5.1)

Following the calculation of the demand samples, a random permutation of the values
demi, j [a], for each a = 1, 2, 3, . . . , B is performed. The random combination of the B values selected from each distribution provides scenario variability. Each demand scenario
vector (dem1,1 [a], dem1,2 [a], . . . , demN,N [a]) ,

a = 1, 2, 3, . . . , B, is assigned a probability

of 1/B. For each of the B sets of cargo demand samples, the assignment problem minimizes
the feet fuel consumption while satisfying the productivity constraint. The expected feet
fuel consumption and feet productivity calculations are the mean values from the results of
each sampled demand instance.

5.1.2

Network Description

This study uses a subset of the AMC route network and feet, consisting of ten bases
and 38 routes, to demonstrate the approach; this comparatively small network size helps
mitigate the computational cost associated with sampling. Figure 5.2 shows the geographical
locations of the bases, and the routes in the ten-base network.
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Figure 5.2.: Ten-base network (illustration generated using www.gcmap.com).

For this ten-base route network, the problem scaled down the existing feet of AMC
from the proportions of the total available feet, resulting in eight C-5s, 12 C-17s, and
six 747-Fs. This existing feet for the ten-base network serves as a ‘baseline’ to measure
the effectiveness of the introduction of the new aircraft (referred to as the ‘Existing feet’
scenario). Two new, yet-to-be-designed aircraft (both of aircraft type X) are introduced into
the feet (referred to as the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ scenario); this represents an external
decision to acquire two new aircraft. In this formulation, if required, treating the number
of new aircraft acquired as a parameter and solving the decomposed problem for various
numbers of “to-be-acquired” aircraft enables the decision-maker to incorporate concerns
about acquisition costs. The feet assignment subspace assigns the feet of aircraft (existing
and new) on various routes to satisfy the network cargo demand, subject to scheduling and
capacity constraints. Section 5.1.3 describes the results for two types of multi-objective
analyses of the ten-base network—a deterministic model using expected values of demand
and a stochastic model using demand samples.
Table 5.1 shows the route distances of the ten-base network. The bases are represented
using their respective ICAO airport codes. The shortest route is between the bases OKAS
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and ORBD, while the longest route is between the bases KSUU and ETAR. Base pairs with
no distance listed indicate that the operator will not serve these routes with a direct fight.

ETAR
OTBH
OKAS
KCHS
LTAG
HDAM
KSUU
PAED
RODN
ORBD

5.1.3

4623
4024
7139
2622
5326
9077
3456

ORBD

RODN

PAED

KSUU

HDAM

LTAG

KCHS

OKAS

OTBH

ETAR

Table 5.1.: Route distances (km) of ten-base network

4623 4024 7139 2622 5326 9077
- 3456
- 602
- 2004 1735
- 7534 1189
602
- 2030
593
- 3802 5780
2004
- 878
1735 2030
- 3802
- 3197
- 5780
- 3197
- 7062
- 7062
1189
593
- 878 2493
-

Ten-base Network Results

The goals of this study are to demonstrate how the subspace decomposition approach
presented here can generate tradeoffs between feet-level metrics of interest and how the
optimum design requirements for the new aircraft change for these different tradeoff opportunities. To achieve this, this section will show a sequence of studies that build up to a study
that includes fnding this tradeoff of feet productivity and feet fuel consumption considering
the uncertainties in the demand. Here, a partial enumeration scheme solves the top-level
problem, rather than a more formalized search algorithm; this seemed appropriate to demonstrate the approach and mitigate the computational cost of addressing uncertainties in the
problem. This study used discretization intervals of ΔPalletX = 2, ΔSpeedX = 50 knots,
and ΔRangeX = 200 nmi for the top-level decision variables; these will describe design
requirements for the new aircraft. The quasi-enumeration scheme results in 520 possible
combinations of the top-level variables. The grid spacing in the quasi-enumeration scheme
reduces the total computational expense compared to a fner resolution, while still appearing
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to adequately represent the behavior of the expected feet fuel consumption and expected
feet productivity as functions of the new aircraft requirement decision variables [1, 10].

5.1.3.1

Multi-objective Analyses with Fixed Value of Demand

The frst study will use a single, deterministic value of demand on each of the 38 routes
in the example ten-base network. In this deterministic view, the problem must use a single
value of pallet demand between bases. To determine an appropriate deterministic value
of demand from the GATES dataset, 1000 samples, selected using the inverse transform
sampling technique [90], allow calculations of an average daily demand on this ten-base
network. Table 5.2 presents these average daily pallet demand values; this frst deterministic
problem will use these average values as the daily demand.

11
2
3
5
- 16
7 12

3
5
1
- 11
6
- 3
-

ORBD

RODN

PAED

KSUU

HDAM

11
4
4
-

LTAG

KCHS

ETAR
OTBH
OKAS
KCHS
LTAG
HDAM
KSUU
PAED
RODN
ORBD

OTBH

6 6
11
- 10
2 10
6
6
6
3 4
2
5
8 12 13

ETAR

OKAS

Table 5.2.: Average daily pallet demand (1000 samples) for ten-base, 38-route network

- 10
1 14
- 9
- 28
2
-

Using the modifed subspace decomposition approach (see Figure 5.1), the solution
to the optimization problem provides values of the new aircraft requirements (top-level
decision variables), the new aircraft description (the aircraft sizing design variables), and
the corresponding assignments of the new aircraft along with the existing aircraft feet (the
assignment decision variables). For each function evaluation in the top-level problem, one
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aircraft sizing subspace problem solution describes the new aircraft based on the values of
the top-level decision variables (pallet capacity, design range, and cruise speed). Then, for
each solution describing the design of the new aircraft, the feet assignment problem uses
the average daily demand values from Table 5.2 as the deterministic pallet demand to best
assign the feet to the various routes in the network to minimize fuel consumption, subject
to feet productivity, scheduling and demand constraints.
In general, once the aircraft sizing and feet assignment problems have completed, the
top-level optimizer will determine the next set of the pallet capacity, design range and cruise
speed decision variables. This would continue until convergence of the top-level problem.
Then, to identify the tradeoffs between feet-level fuel consumption and the feet-level
productivity using an ε-constraint approach, the entire process repeats to minimize feetlevel fuel consumption using a different limit value in the feet productivity constraint
within the assignment problem. Minimizing the feet-level fuel consumption with several
different limits on feet productivity leads to a number of tradeoff solutions. Figure 5.3
shows the results obtained from the multi-objective analyses of the ten-base network under
deterministic demand using the values listed in Table 5.2. The black points in the plot
correspond to the feet-level responses of the existing feet of aircraft (i.e., these are solutions
to only the assignment problem with the cargo aircraft in the current feet), while the red
points correspond to feet-level responses of the feet that includes the existing aircraft and
two newly designed aircraft (both of these indicated as aircraft type X).
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Figure 5.3.: Normalized expected feet-level fuel consumption and productivity values for
the existing feet, and for the feet with two new aircraft under deterministic demand

The plot shows the normalized values of the feet-level metrics along with description
of the new aircraft’s “requirement” decision variables and aircraft design variables. Using
normalized feet-level responses help to identify the trends, and help to show the relative
variations in feet-level responses for different solutions to the multi-objective optimization
problem. The expected fuel consumption and productivity values have been normalized
with respect to the minimum fuel consumption and productivity values from the outputs of
the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ analyses from the uncertain demand scenario described in
Section 5.1.3.2. This enables the comparison of the relative feet-level improvements due
to the introduction of the new aircraft for the ‘expected demand’ (deterministic) and the
‘uncertain demand’ scenarios.
Each point in the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ scenario describes the optimal design of
the new aircraft required to meet the specifc feet-level objectives. These results show the
collection of optimal aircraft designs that would meet the feet’s operational needs at each
level of permitted fuel consumption or at each level of required feet-wide productivity. All
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optimal designs have a pallet capacity of 14, with an optimal design range between 4445 km
(2400 nmi) and 5186 km (2800 nmi) in most cases. The introduction of the new aircraft type
encourages the feet to assign the existing B747-F in the feet aircraft to the longer routes
in the network, whose distances are closer to its design range, and helps reduce the total
feet-level fuel consumption. The optimal value of the pallet capacity always reaches the
lower bound of 14, largely because of the low pallet demand on most of the routes (only
two of the 38 routes have demands exceeding 14). The optimal values of the aircraft sizing
variables follow from the optimal values of the aircraft design requirements determined
at the top-level. The higher wing-loading of the new reduces the wing structural weight
leading to lower fuel burn, but increases the takeoff distance of the new aircraft. Hence,
the takeoff distance constraint is active at convergence of the aircraft sizing optimization
subproblem. The higher aspect ratio of the new aircraft reduces the induced drag, which
also aids in reducing the fuel consumption.

5.1.3.2

Multi-objective Analyses with Uncertain Demand

To address the demand uncertainty in the service network, this study solves the ten-base
network problem in a similar manner to the solution procedure described in Section 5.1.3.1.
The important difference here is that the approach treats the demand as uncertain. To do this,
each top-level evaluation requires one aircraft sizing solution followed by 20 solutions of
the assignment problem. For each of these 20 solutions, the descriptive sampling technique
(described in Section 5.1.1) sets the pallet demand on the 38 routes. Results from empirical
studies reveal that the expected feet-level fuel consumption value from 20 descriptive
samples is within ± 4% of the expected feet-level fuel consumption value calculated from
200 samples generated using the simple random sampling approach. The choice of the
appropriate sample number is still an open and active area of research, and the number of
samples required will vary depending on the problem.
Figure 5.4 shows the results from the multi-objective analyses of the ten-base network
considering demand uncertainty. As with Figure 5.3, the plot contains solutions obtained
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from solving the 20 instances of the assignment problem using only the feet of existing
cargo aircraft; these appear using black symbols with the ‘Existing feet’ label. The red
symbols labeled ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ result from an ε-constraint approach to tradeoff
feet fuel consumption and feet productivity. Here, using the descriptive sampling approach
to address demand uncertainty means that each solution to the assignment problem meets
or exceeds the feet productivity constraint limit; this appears equivalent to ensuring 100%
probability of satisfying this constraint. A distribution of feet productivity values for
each solution arises because, for certain combinations of the top-level design variables, the
assignment problem solution easily exceeds the limit, while the assignment problem solution
has an active feet productivity constraint for other combinations of the top-level variables.
The expected value of this resulting productivity distribution appears along the horizontal
axis in Figure 5.4. For each of these assignment solutions, the resulting distribution of
minimum fuel consumption leads to an expected value of this objective that appears on the
vertical axis.
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Figure 5.4.: Normalized expected feet-level fuel consumption and productivity values for
the existing feet and for the feet with two new aircraft under uncertain demand.
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The trends in feet productivity and fuel consumption are similar to the results considering
deterministic demand (results described in Section 5.1.3.1), but, the collection of optimal
designs of the new aircraft X are different. In particular, the optimal pallet capacity of the
new aircraft changes for different tradeoff opportunities between the two objectives when
considering the demand as uncertain. As demonstrated here, the treatment of demand as
uncertain leads to changes in the optimal aircraft design compared to the deterministic
formulation using expected values of demand. This is one of the main drawbacks of utilizing
average values of demand as a proxy to represent the stochastic nature of demand. In
addition to resulting in different design solutions, the performance of the ‘deterministic
aircraft design’ solution in real-world uncertain scenarios is worser compared to solutions
determined from uncertainty-based approaches; this difference in feet-level performance is
demonstrated in the subsequent studies in this chapter.
For three different solutions from the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ results, Figure 5.4
contains callout boxes that describe the values of the new aircraft “requirement” decision
variables along with the values of the aircraft design variables. There appears to be a trend
in the ‘size’ of the optimal aircraft along the Pareto frontier for increasing productivity/fuel
consumption values. For a normalized expected productivity and normalized expected fuel
consumption value of 1.0, the optimal requirement decision variables of the new aircraft X
are at the lower bounds for pallet capacity (14) and design range (2400 nmi). Moving from
this point on the tradeoff plot towards solutions with increasing feet-level productivity, the
results suggest that larger pallet capacities for the new aircraft X can best meet the feet-level
objectives. There is not substantial evidence to determine whether these trends would
generalize to other route networks or other similar design problems; however, the trends are
not surprising, because the aircraft pallet capacity strongly drives the feet-level productivity
metric. Though it is intuitive that a larger aircraft would increase productivity, the optimal
design features of the new aircraft X, such as, the aspect ratio (ARX ), the wing loading
((W /S)X ), and the thrust-to-weight ratio ((T /W )X ) are refective of the specifc existing
feet and demand characteristics of the service network. For each solution in the plot, the
assignments of the feet of aircraft to routes are different to better meet the actual demands.
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Introducing two new aircraft of type X reduces the feet-level fuel consumption between
1.19% to 5.35% in comparison to the ‘Existing feet’ scenario for the same normalized feet
productivity values.
Figure 5.5 attempts to indicate the Pareto front for the ‘Existing feet’ and ‘Fleet with
two new A/C’ scenarios using the normalized expected value of the objectives. The Pareto
front is the set of Pareto optimal solutions, that is, solutions from multi-objective problems
for which improvement in one objective is not possible without worsening at least one of
the other objectives. The Pareto front provides a visual representation of the best possible
tradeoffs in the feet-level objectives, and the collection of non-dominated optimal designs
of the new aircraft X as a particular objective is traded off with another objective. Only some
of the solutions from the results of the multi-objective analyses shown in Figure 5.4 are
non-dominated. For instance, the solutions indicated using callout boxes are non-dominated
while solutions with a normalized expected feet productivity of 1.2 are dominated.
The Pareto fronts obtained from solving the multi-objective optimization of the combined
aircraft design and feet assignment problem are typically non-convex, mainly due to the
non-convex nature of the feet-level objectives and constraints. The ε-constraint approach,
employed to solve the multi-objective formulation, is effective in determining the optimum
points along a non-convex Pareto front. The non-convex nature of the Pareto front is also
perhaps exacerbated by the convergence criteria (tolerance gap) of the feet assignment
problem. For instance, if the feet productivity constraint is active at convergence, then this
solution will have a lower feet fuel consumption value than a solution without an active
feet productivity constraint, because the additional productivity offered beyond the required
value (imposed in the feet productivity constraint) increases the feet fuel consumption.
Also, the feet assignment problem converges when a feasible solution is found within a
tolerance gap of the “relaxed” formulation of the feet assignment problem. The “relaxed”
formulation removes the integrality constraints on the decision variables, and the optimal
solution obtained for this “relaxed” problem represents the “best possible” solution for
the original mixed-integer problem that considers integer decision variables. This effect is
markedly noticeable for solutions around a normalized expected productivity value of 1.2.
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The solution with a normalized expected productivity of 1.2 has a non-active productivity
constraint, and the tolerance gap at convergence is much larger than solutions at the next
higher and next lower normalized productivity values. Hence, the “smoothness” of the
Pareto front can vary because of the variations in the gap between the “relaxed” solution
and the converged solution, and depending on the which of the constraints are active.
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Figure 5.5.: Pareto fronts of normalized expected feet-level fuel consumption and productivity values for the existing feet and for the feet with two new aircraft under uncertain
demand

The solutions to multi-objective analyses also present a way to perform “fuel (or
cost) as an independent variable” tradeoffs. These types of plots can help decisionmakers/acquisition planners to analyze the trade-space and select the optimal requirements
and design of the new aircraft that would achieve the desired level of feet fuel consumption
and productivity. For instance, a decision-maker can determine the level of feet productivity
available for a specifc level of feet fuel consumption; this feet-level productivity value can
then be translated to a specifc (or bounded) level for the mobility airlift requirements that
are set by the DoD in terms of tonnage of cargo transported per day. Having established
the goals for the feet-level productivity and fuel consumption, the collection of optimal
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aircraft designs required to achieve these feet-level goals can be determined from plots such
as those shown in Figure 5.4.
Each solution in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 uses the expected (mean) value of both feetlevel metrics of interest. That means there is a distribution around each of those points
that describe the feet-level fuel consumption and productivity resulting from the varying,
uncertain demand. One way to see the extent of this is via the dispersion charts. Figs. 5.6a
and 5.6b show the variation in the feet-level metrics for the ‘Existing feet’ and ‘Fleet with
two new A/C’ scenarios, respectively.
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For most points, the variance in feet fuel consumption for the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’
scenario is less than that of the ‘Existing feet’ scenario; the slightly shorter “height” of the
vertical whisker plots illustrate this. These dispersion plots, denoting the range of values
can identify robust (minimal variance) aircraft design requirements (and consequently, the
optimal aircraft description for those requirements), and/or designs whose maximum feet
fuel consumption values (worst case realizations from analysis with uncertain demand)
are lower than the corresponding minimum feet fuel consumption values of the ‘Existing
feet’. The expected values of the feet-level responses (see Figure 5.4) can also help guide
the decision maker to determine the subset of Pareto optimal designs that would satisfy
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pre-defned feet-level objectives. Then, the choice of optimal designs can be further fltered
based on comparable variances. For designs that satisfy the performance requirements in
terms of their expected values, a design with a smaller variance in its predicted performance
assessment is considered “less risk” compared to another design with a larger variance. For
instance, if the decision-maker establishes that a normalized expected feet fuel consumption
of 1.05 is acceptable, then there are fve Pareto optimal solutions of the new aircraft that
satisfy this requirement. This set of optimal designs can be further fltered to a single
solution (solution with a feet productivity of 1.122 and feet fuel consumption of 1.035)
that has the least variance amongst the subset of solutions, and represents the solution with
minimal risk.
Decision-makers/acquisition planners can use such results to perform comprehensive exploratory analysis of the design space and determine sections in the design space that present
signifcant environment opportunities (reducing fuel consumption to reduce CO2 ) or risks.
For instance, AMC may need to incur “switching costs” (costs incurred for maintenance,
training, etc., when a new aircraft type is added to the existing feet) of integrating a new
aircraft type into the feet for relatively small decrease in fuel burn; however, the trade-space
analysis (see Figs. 5.4 and 5.5) can identify promising designs and ‘infection points’, where
the decision to acquire a new aircraft type could be economically/environmentally viable.
As the demand for air transportation grows, the environmental impact of aviation becomes an increasing concern for the public and governments worldwide. While technological
and operational advancements can reduce the environmental impact at an aircraft level, informed acquisition decision-making based on feet-level metrics could provide signifcant
additional benefts. Quantitative assessments of the potential feet-level fuel consumption
due to the introduction of the new aircraft identifed using the subspace decomposition
approach combined with information on feet characteristics such as composition, turnover,
life-cycle costs, can enable strategic feet planning from an environmental perspective. For
example, one potential approach is to develop a Net Present Value (NPV) metric that captures the fuel and CO2 savings (e.g.,, NPV cost per tonne of CO2 ) of replacing aircraft of
various ages in the existing feet. Similar to the NPV metric, researchers have examined
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several other aircraft and feet-level fuel effciency metrics. Energy intensity measured in
terms of energy consumed per seat kilometer is widely used to compare estimates for future
aircraft types and to examine feet-wide energy intensity trends [91–93]. Hileman et al.
have proposed a Payload Fuel Energy Effciency (PFEE) metric (total payload carried ×
great-circle distance / fuel energy consumed) that estimates the productivity (payload moved
a given distance) per unit of aircraft fuel energy consumption [94]. The authors have also
proposed additional environmental performance metrics that use PFEE to calculate the mass
of pollutants per unit of productivity. Estimation of these metrics requires dividing the
respective emissions index (either in terms of CO2 emissions, nitrogen oxides (NOX ), sulfur
oxides (SOX ) or particulate matter (PM)) by the product of PFEE and the fuel energy per
unit mass. These emission indices can be calculated either at the feet level or for the entire
life-cycle [94].

5.2

Case 2: Aircraft Design under Uncertainty and Uncertain Demand
The second case study considers both model uncertainty in the aircraft sizing problem

and pallet demand uncertainty in the feet assignment problem. This study uses the route
network described in Section 5.1.2. The existing feet composition and the introduction of
two of the new, yet-to-be-designed aircraft (of type X) are identical to the problem setup
described in Section 5.1.2.

5.2.1

Analysis of Variance

To address the modeling uncertainty related to predictions of the new aircraft performance in the aircraft sizing subspace with reasonable computational expense, a sensitivity
analysis method determined the subset of the most important parameters that infuence
the outputs under consideration. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a sensitivity analysis
method that identifes if a statistical correlation exists between an output and one or more
inputs [95]. In ANOVA, there exists a response (dependent) variable and one or more factor
(independent) variables. Each factor is set to different values (levels), and the response for
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each of these set of values is measured. Single-factor ANOVA measures the effect of one
factor on the response variable, while multi-factor ANOVA measures the effects of two
or more factors on the response variable. Multi-factor ANOVA can also determine if the
interaction effects between the factors, if present, are signifcant. While ANOVA does not
provide the exact correlation between the response variable and the factors, the F-statistic
from ANOVA enables the user to estimate the signifcance of the response to the variation in
the input factor values. The major advantages of using ANOVA are that both continuous and
discrete factor variables can be analyzed, and also that the analysis does not necessitate any
assumptions regarding the underlying model. For this study, ANOVA provides a screening
tool to select the most signifcant uncertain parameters in the aircraft sizing analysis.
To apply this technique, ten parameters in the aircraft sizing analysis were considered
uncertain initially. Table 5.3 lists the factors, and the set of values used for each factor in
the analysis of variance study. The parameters were chosen to refect the inherent model
uncertainty present in empirical relationships used in the conceptual phase of the design
process and the operational uncertainty in the utilization of the new aircraft. For instance,
variations in estimations of wing weight and parasite drag coeffcient are examples of
uncertain model parameters, while variations in pallet mass and cruise altitude represent
uncertain operational parameters. In this analysis, fuel consumption (objective function
in the aircraft sizing subspace) is the response variable under consideration. A three-level
Box-Behnken design of experiments for the ten factors resulted in 170 model evaluations.
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Table 5.3.: Factor levels for the ANOVA
Factors
CD0 multiplier
0.95
Specifc Fuel Consumption (SFC) 0.45
Cruise altitude [ f t]
32000
Maximum load factor
2.4
Engine weight multiplier
0.9
Fuselage weight multiplier
0.9
Wing weight multiplier
0.9
Tail weight multiplier
0.9
Pallet mass [lbs]
7000
Oswald effciency multiplier
0.95

Levels
1
0.5
35000
2.5
1
1
1
1
7500
1

1.05
0.55
38000
2.6
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
8000
1.05

Table 5.4 summarizes the results from the analysis of variance of the ten factors in the
aircraft sizing analysis. This analysis did not consider any interaction effects of the ten
factors.
The multi-factor ANOVA revealed that the main effects of fve factors were signifcant
(p-value or Prob>F value less than 0.05). The results appearing in Table 5.4 indicate
that these fve factors (amongst the ten factors chosen for this analysis) have the largest
infuence on the predicted fuel consumption from the aircraft sizing analysis. Henceforth,
the uncertain parameters in the aircraft sizing problem are the CD0 multiplier, the SFC, the
cruise altitude, the pallet mass, and the Oswald effciency multiplier.

5.2.2

Modifed Subspace Decomposition Approach

Figure 5.7 shows the modifed subspace decomposition approach that addresses uncertainty in both the aircraft sizing and feet assignment subspaces. The top-level problem
remains unchanged. The aircraft sizing subspace problem uses an RBDO formulation, and
the feet assignment subspace problem uses a hybrid formulation that combines the descriptive sampling approach and interval robust counterpart formulation. While the schematic
looks largely similar in overall structure to the previous problem decompositions, addressing

318.8151 1.47E-54
3866.812 3.98E-129
685.8958 6.89E-76
1.120367 0.328892
2.23E-06 0.999998
1.80E-05 0.999982
0.001348 0.998653
0.001211 0.99879
444.611 1.54E-63
40.33646 9.99E-15
52363812
6.35E+08
1.13E+08
184014.7
0.366886
2.948816
221.4453
198.8437
73025163
6625065
164245.1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
149
169

104727624.9
1270209751
225310019.5
368029.4221
0.733771563
5.897631407
442.890518
397.6873982
146050326
13250130.45
24472516.76
1799989381

CD0 multiplier
SFC
Cruise altitude
Maximum load factor
Engine weight multiplier
Fuselage weight multiplier
Wing weight multiplier
Tail weight multiplier
Pallet mass
Oswald effciency multiplier
Error
Total

Prob>F

F-value

Mean
Square

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
Squares

Factors

Table 5.4.: Results from the ANOVA of the ten uncertain parameters (factors) in the aircraft sizing analysis
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uncertainties in both subspace problems now presents important differences as described
below.
Aircraft Sizing Subspace
Top Level Subspace
minimize:

E(fuel consumed)

subject to:

E(productivity)

variable:

PalletX, RangeX, SpeedX

PalletX
RangeX
SpeedX

Reliability-based Design Optimization
minimize: E(fuel consumed on design mission)
subject to: Pr(takeoff distance ≤ 𝐷#$%&'(( )≥ b
variables: AR X,(T/W)X, (W/S)X

- .%/0
𝐹𝐶

Fleet Assignment Subspace

PalletX
SpeedX

Robust Counterpart Formulation with
Descriptive Sampling

......

E(fuel consumed)
E(productivity)

minimize:

fuel consumed

subject to:

pallet capacity,
demand constraints,
scheduling constraints,
productivity limits

variables:

xpkij

E(fuel consumed) =

1

å fuel consumed

*
i

‘N’ samples

N

Figure 5.7.: Subspace decomposition approach with RBDO formulation to address uncertainty in the aircraft sizing subspace and a hybrid interval robust counterpart formulation to
address uncertainty in the feet assignment subspace

5.2.2.1

Aircraft Sizing Subspace

The aircraft sizing problem now includes model uncertainty. The fve signifcant factors
identifed using the ANOVA method are the uncertain parameters in the aircraft sizing
analysis and optimization. These fve signifcant parameters all represent uncertainty that
impacts the aircraft sizing predictions. Equations 5.2 to 5.6 describe the RBDO formulation
of the aircraft sizing problem.
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Given

PalletX , RangeX , SpeedX

Minimize

E [ Design range fuel consumption]

(5.2)

Subject to

P [Takeoff distance ≤ Dtakeoff ] ≥ b

(5.3)

6 ≤ ARX ≤ 9.5

(5.4)

65 lb/ f t 2 ≤ (W /S)X ≤ 161 lb/ f t 2

(5.5)

0.18 ≤ (T /W )X ≤ 0.35

(5.6)

ARX , (T /W )X , (W /S)X ∈ R+
Uncertain Parameters: CD0 multiplier, SFC, Cruise altitude,
Pallet mass and Oswald effciency multiplier.
Equation (5.2) is the objective function that seeks to minimize the expected fuel consumption of the new aircraft X on a design mission of RangeX using ARX , (T /W )X and
(W /S)X as decision variables. Equation (5.3) ensures that the probability of satisfying
the takeoff distance constraints is greater than the user-defned reliability level, b; e.g., if
b = 0.90, then the design satisfes the takeoff distance constraint with a probability of 90%
or more when considering the uncertain parameters. Equations (5.4) to (5.6) are the side
constraints that describe the upper and lower bounds for the decision variables. Aggregating
the responses for each realization (sample) of the uncertain parameter, allows for the estimation of statistical measures such as expectation and probability, which the objective and
constraint function evaluations require.

5.2.2.2

Fleet Assignment Subspace: Hybrid Interval Robust Counterpart Formulation

Because of the uncertainty in the aircraft sizing subspace, the uncertainty associated
with the performance of the newly designed aircraft (of type X) propagates to the feet
assignment subspace as described in previous sections. Additionally, the AMC service
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network has inherent pallet demand uncertainty. Hence, the feet assignment problem now
includes uncertainty in both the performance of the new aircraft and the pallet demand in
the service network.
A hybrid formulation that combines the interval robust counterpart formulation described
in Section 3.3.2, and the descriptive sampling technique described in Section 5.1.1, is used
to solve the feet assignment subproblem for this case study. Applying the interval robust
counterpart model (Section 3.3.2) to the deterministic formulation of the feet assignment
subproblem described in Section 4.4.3 results in two additional set of constraints, and a modifed objective function. The reformulation of the original objective function (Equation 4.24)
is as follows:

Minimize Fleet fuel
P

Subject to

K

N

(5.7)
N

∑ ∑∑∑

x p,k,i, j · FCUp,k,i, j ≤ Fleet fuel × (1 + δ )

(5.8)

p=1 k=1 i=1 j=1

where FCUp,k,i, j is the upper bound of the fuel consumed by aircraft p on the kth trip from
base i to base j, and δ is the user-defned, infeasibility tolerance parameter that can take
values between 0 and 1. For example, setting δ to 0.1 for a particular constraint indicates
that 10% violation of of that constraint under the worst-case uncertainty is acceptable. Using
Equation 5.8, if all of the uncertain Fuel Consumed (FC) coeffcients for the new aircraft are
at their upper bound (i.e., the new aircraft burns the most possible fuel from the distribution
of FC), then the total fuel consumed by the feet is no more than 10% above the user-defned
limit for feet fuel consumption.
Estimating nominal and worst-case performance coeffcient values

The IRC formulation requires the nominal and worst-case (for block hours and fuel
consumption, the worst-case value is the upper bound) values for the performance coeffcients. An approach to determine the distributions of the performance coeffcients
of the new aircraft is that for each sample, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , · · · , ξ k of the uncertain aircraft siz-
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ing parameters, the sizing code sizes the aircraft for the design mission and predicts the
empty weight associated with the current sample, WEk . Then, for the off-design range
missions, the aircraft sizing code uses the same ξ k values used in the RBDO-based aircraft sizing the evaluations for fuel, block hours, etc. This provides a combination of
x∗ (optimal solution from aircraft design optimization), ξ k and WEk , for which the mission
analysis computes FCkj and BH kj for each route, j. From these values, the analysis estimates
the expected (nominal) and the worst-case (upper bound for fuel consumption and block
hours) values of the performance coeffcients. However, the computational expense associated with determining the nominal and worst-case values using the above approach is
high. Instead, after determining x∗ using the RBDO formulation, the aircraft sizing process
uses x∗ and ξ nominal to determine the nominal empty weight, WEnominal , the nominal fuel
consumption coeffcient, FCnominal
, and the nominal block hour coeffcient, BH nominal
.A
j
j
similar procedure estimates the worst-case values values, FCworst
and BH worst
, using x∗
j
j
and ξ worst . Because this approach does not evaluate the performance coeffcients for the
off-design missions for all ξ k , an inherent assumption (to reduce the computational expense)
is that, using ξ nominal results in nominal-case performance values, and using ξ worst results in
worst-case performance values. To test if this is a reasonable assumption, an off-line Monte
Carlo simulation compared the results from the two approaches. The frst experiment uses
10,000 samples to generate the uncertainty distributions of the performance coeffcients. The
second experiment uses the nominal (mode values) and worst-case values of the uncertain
parameters. Figure 5.8 shows the results of this analysis for different payload and design
range combinations. The red dotted line indicates the expected (mean) value estimated from
the 10,000 samples, while the black dotted line indicates the nominal fuel consumption
value using ξ nominal (mode values of the triangular distributions), and the green dotted line
indicates the worst-case fuel consumption value using ξ worst .
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Figure 5.8.: Fuel consumption distribution of the new aircraft for different payload and
design range combinations
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The results suggest good agreement in the expected and worst-case values from the
two approaches across several payload-range combinations. Using the ξ worst value slightly
over-predicts the fuel consumption value compared to the worst-case values generated from
the 10,000 samples. Although the approach of using ξ nominal and ξ worst to determine the
nominal and worst-case values of the uncertain performance coeffcients for use in the robust
counterpart formulation of the feet assignment problem appears acceptable, the validity of
the assumption needs to be ascertained for other applications through a similar analysis as
described in this section due to the problem-dependent nature of the approach.
The daily utilization limit constraint (Equation 4.27) is modifed as follows:

K

N

N

∑∑∑

x p,k,i, j · BH Up,k,i, j ≤ B p (1 + δ ) ∀p = 1, 2, . . . P

(5.9)

k=1 i=1 j=1

where BH Up,k,i, j is the upper bound of the block hours of aircraft p on the kth trip from base i
to base j. Similar to the approach described for determining the nominal and worst-case
value of the fuel performance coeffcient, Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of block hours
for different payload and design range combinations. The assumption of using nominal and
worst-case values of the uncertain aircraft sizing parameters to determine the nominal and
worst-case values of the block hours also appears reasonable, and the predictions using this
approach are in good agreement with the expected and worst-case values estimated from the
10,000 samples of the Monte Carlo simulation experiment.
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Figure 5.9.: Block hours distribution of the new aircraft for different payload and design
range combinations
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The deterministic robust counterpart feet assignment problem now includes Equations 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 in addition to Equations 4.25 to 4.31 from the original deterministic
formulation of the feet assignment problem. The interval robust counterpart model is also
applicable for the demand constraint (Equation 4.28) in the deterministic formulation, but
this leads to a very conservative (protected against the maximum demand scenario) solution,
because the right hand side constraint limit, demi, j , is set to its upper bound or maximum
value, demU
i, j , for each route as shown in Equation 5.10 below. Here, the GATES dataset
provides the upper bound values for the demand on each route.
P

K

∑∑

x p,k,i, j ·Cap p,k,i, j ≥ demU
i, j

∀i = 1, 2, . . . N

∀ j = 1, 2, . . . N

(5.10)

p=1 k=1

Instead, because the AMC service network experience high fuctuations in pallet demand,
that traditional continuous distributions cannot represent, the descriptive sampling approach
describes the stochastic nature of the pallet demand. The deterministic robust counterpart
formulation is solved multiple times for each set of demand samples for all routes in the
network generated through the descriptive sampling approach. The expected value of the
feet-level performance metrics now return to the top-level as the responses of interest. The
robust counterpart formulation accounts for the propagation of uncertainty from the aircraft
sizing to the feet assignment subspace, while the descriptive sampling approach addresses
the stochastic nature of pallet demand in the service network.
The robust mixed integer programming formulation described in Section 3.3.1.1 was
also used to solve the feet assignment problem that includes the propagation of uncertainty
from the aircraft sizing subspace and the pallet demand uncertainty in the service network.
However, this formulation did not scale well with problem size. The robust mixed integer
programming formulation, solved via the CPLEX solver, obtained solutions for all demand
samples of a smaller, seven-base, 22-route network, but could only solve for some demand
sample instantiations of the ten-base, 38-route network and did not solve for any demand
sample instantiations of a larger 25-base, 219-route network. For the instances where
CPLEX could not solve the robust mixed integer programming formulation of the feet
assignment problem, CPLEX either did not fnd a feasible solution within a time limit
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of 10000 seconds, or reported that no feasible solution exists. For this lack of practical
scalability, the work did not further consider using a robust mixed integer programming
formulation approach.

5.2.3

Multi-objective Analyses with Uncertainty in Both Aircraft Design and Demand

For these analyses, the top-level optimizer chooses candidate values for the decision
variables of pallet capacity, design range and cruise speed. These candidate values then
become inputs to the aircraft sizing problem. The RBDO formulation of the aircraft sizing
problem uses 50 samples for the uncertain parameters; this is a small number, but it allows
for a tractable computational time. The reliability level, b, is set to 0.90 for the takeoff
distance constraint. After the aircraft sizing problem is solved, the outputs of the toplevel subspace such as pallet capacity, and the outputs of the aircraft sizing subspace,
f p,k,i, j , then become inputs to the feet
the uncertain performance coeffcients, such as FC
assignment subspace. The interval robust counterpart formulation of the feet assignment
problem is solved for 20 samples of demand across the network generated through the
descriptive sampling approach. In this study, the infeasibility tolerance parameter, δi , is set
to 0.10 for all the appropriate constraints. The expected values of the feet-level performance
metrics, calculated from the different solutions of the robust counterpart formulation, now
return to the top-level subspace, and this process continues until convergence at the top-level.
Then, to identify tradeoffs between feet-level fuel consumption and productivity, the entire
process repeats with a different limit value on the productivity constraint.
Figure 5.10 shows the results from the multi-objective analyses of the ten-base network
problem, where uncertainty is addressed in both the aircraft sizing and feet assignment
subspaces. The black and red points correspond to the results of the allocation under demand
uncertainty when only the existing feet of aircraft are available, and the feet comprising
of the existing feet along with two new aircraft (both of type X), respectively. The plot
shows the normalized expected feet-level values (normalized to the same values described
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in Section 5.1.3.2) for fuel consumption and productivity. The plot also describes the
characteristics of the new aircraft for a few points along the Pareto front to show changes
in both the top-level aircraft requirement decision variables and the aircraft sizing design
variables as the relative importance of the two objectives changes.
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Figure 5.10.: Results from multi-objective analyses of ten-base network under uncertain
demand: Comparison of feet-level responses when using only the existing feet and when
the feet contains two new aircraft whose design considers uncertainty

Similar to the results from the multi-objective analyses that considered only pallet
demand uncertainty (in Section 5.1.3.2), the optimal value of the pallet capacity increases
with increasing productivity values. However, the optimal pallet capacity varied between
14 and 24 for this study, whereas the optimal pallet capacity varied between 14 and 38
for the study considering only pallet demand uncertainty. The cruise speed of the new
aircraft is higher when compared to solutions obtained using the deterministic aircraft
design formulation (Section 5.1.3.2), largely because of the uncertainty in the block hours
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of the new aircraft. The optimizer chooses faster cruise speeds to satisfy the worst-case
scenario (with 10% violation allowed, based on a value of 0.1 for δ ) of the daily utilization
limit constraint. The wave drag computations in the aircraft sizing tool do not appear to
signifcantly increase the fuel burn characteristics of the new aircraft, thus allowing for
higher optimal cruise speeds for the new aircraft. Although higher cruise speeds would
result in an increase in wave drag and fuel consumption, transonic effects are diffcult to
estimate and analytical computation of the compressibility correction factor is beyond the
capability of the conceptual aircraft sizing tool used in this study. However, this could be an
important issue for this problem that needs to be considered if the approach were to be used
to make decisions about the new aircraft.
The feet-level responses for the case of the existing feet are identical to the responses
of the ‘Existing feet’ scenario described in Section 5.1.3.2. Compared to the solution
described in Section 5.1.3.2 for the ‘Fleet with two new A/C’ scenario (only uncertainty
in the pallet demand is considered), addressing uncertainty in both aircraft design and
pallet demand increases the feet-level fuel consumption in most cases. The higher fuel
consumption values are due to the fact that the interval robust counterpart formulation
considers the worst-case values for the uncertain coeffcients related to the performance
of the new aircraft. Hence, the optimal design of the new aircraft is chosen such that
the feet-level fuel consumptions is “protected” or “immunized” against the worst-case
performance of the new aircraft. Although the feet-level fuel consumption values are
marginally higher, solutions that consider uncertainty in the aircraft sizing subspace have
higher probabilities of constraint satisfaction than solutions from deterministic aircraft
sizing formulations. Compared to solutions from deterministic optimization, these solutions
provide a measure of “safety” in the optimum design, which guarantee constraint satisfaction
in the subsequent stages of the design process, and possibly reduce design rework due to
constraint violation. Acquiring additional aircraft of type X or increasing the value of the
infeasibility tolerance parameter, δ , will shift the curve downwards leading to reductions in
feet-level fuel consumption due to the introduction of the new aircraft, when compared to
the ‘Existing Fleet’ scenario. Additionally, solving the assignment problem with a tighter
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tolerance gap convergence setting (at the expense of higher computational runtime) can
improve the solution quality. The sensitivity of the feet-fuel consumption value to δ and
the number of new aircraft acquired is network-dependent. Parametric variation of δ , while
keeping the number of the new aircraft acquired constant, can help identify cases where the
introduction of the new aircraft does not improve feet-level performance (when compared
to the existing feet), given the uncertainty in the new aircraft design.

5.3

Case 3: Larger Example Problem
The preceding subsection demonstrated that using an RBDO aircraft sizing subproblem

and an IRC allocation subproblem is a tractable means to address uncertainties in both
domains of the decomposition approach to solve the combined aircraft sizing and feet
allocation problem that also treats basic design requirements of the new aircraft as decision
variables. However, the ten-base network is substantially smaller than the operational
network of the USAF Air Mobility Command. Applying the approach to a larger problem
will provide insights about the method’s scalability.

5.3.1

Network Description

To demonstrate the scalability of the subspace decomposition approach in solving largescale problems, a much larger route network comprising of 25 bases and 219 directional
routes, and, an aircraft sizing problem that includes additional decision variables and
performance constraints, is devised as an example problem. In this example, the deterministic
formulation of the top-level problem consists of two continuous and one integer decision
variable and bounds for these decision variables, the deterministic formulation of the aircraft
sizing problem consists of six continuous decision variables, four nonlinear constraints and
bounds for these decision variables, and the deterministic formulation of the feet assignment
problem consists of 183,750 binary decision variables and 134,203 constraints. Figure 5.11
depicts the geographical locations and routes of the 25-base network. For the 25-base
network, the existing feet of AMC comprises of 28 C-5s, 44 C-17s, and 21 chartered 747-Fs.
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The existing feet serves as a ‘baseline’ to measure the improvements due to the introduction
of the new aircraft. This study assumes that fve, new, yet-to-be-designed-aircraft (all of
type X) are introduced into the feet.

Figure 5.11.: 25-base network (illustration generated using www.gcmap.com).

The 25 bases in the network are either the origin or destination locations that transported
the largest number of pallets in the AMC service network for the year 2006. Appendix A
lists the route number, and the ICAO codes of the origin and destination bases of each route
in the 25-base network. The routes span the continents of North America, Asia and Europe.
Figure 5.12a shows a whisker plot denoting the minimum, mean, and maximum daily pallet
demand in the network. The route with the maximum average daily demand of 40 pallets
connects KDOV to LTAG. Figure 5.12b shows the distribution of the number of routes based
on the average daily pallet demand. The histogram indicates that demand distribution is
right-skewed, and that several of the routes have an average daily demand of less than 20
pallets.
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Figure 5.12.: Pallet demand characteristics of the 25-base network

Figures 5.13a and 5.13b show the route distance characteristics of the 25-base network
in a simple bar chart and then in a histogram of route distances. The longest route (4902
nmi) is between bases ETAR and KSUU, while the shortest route (26 nmi) is between bases
OKAS and OKBK. A signifcant portion of routes (76.71%) in the network have distances
lesser than 2000 nmi, which can be serviced by any of the existing aircraft types in the AMC
feet.
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Figure 5.13.: Route distance characteristics of the 25-base network
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5.3.2

Single Objective Analyses with Uncertainty in Both Aircraft Design and Demand

The frst investigation seeks to determine the characteristics of the new aircraft that
would minimize the expected feet-level fuel consumption; this study considers both model
and pallet demand uncertainty. Because of the single objective nature of this investigation,
the feet assignment problem does not consider the feet-level productivity constraint.

5.3.2.1

Aircraft Sizing Problem

Compared to the three variables used previously, the aircraft sizing problem now includes
six decision variables: wing aspect ratio, thrust-to-weight ratio, wing loading, engine bypass
ratio, wing leading edge sweep, and wing taper ratio. Table 5.5 summarizes the decision
variables, constraints, and uncertain parameters in the aircraft sizing problem.
The aircraft sizing problem also includes additional performance constraints; these
not only increase the size of the problem, they also improve the realism of the sizing
problem by incorporating important considerations not in the previous, smaller problem.
The limit values for the constraints are either from Federal Aircraft Regulations (FAR25)
certifcation requirements and/or based on constraints imposed on designs of existing aircraft
types. The aircraft sizing problem considered FAR25 regulations to refect the certifcation
process requirements of Commercial Derivative Aircraft (CDA) that have been modifed
in the past for military and other non-civil missions. The takeoff and landing distance
constraints ensure that that new aircraft can operate from all airports in the network. The
second segment climb gradient constraint ensures that the new aircraft has a minimum climb
gradient during one engine inoperative (OEI) takeoff conditions. The top-of-climb constraint
ensures that the new aircraft has a minimum climb rate at the initial cruise altitude. The fve
uncertain parameters, selected using the ANOVA method, are represented using assumed
triangular distributions. The aircraft sizing problem is solved using the RBDO formulation,
as described in Section 5.2.2.1.

Lower Bound
6
0.18
65
4.5
10
0.1
Value
≤ 8500
≤ 5500
≥ 0.03
≥ 500
Lower limit
0.9
0.45
32000
7200
0.95

Decision variables
Wing Aspect Ratio
Thrust-to-weight Ratio
Wing loading [lb/ f t 2 ]
Engine Bypass Ratio
Wing Leading Edge Sweep [deg]
Wing Taper Ratio
Constraints
Takeoff Distance [ f t]
Landing Distance [ f t]
Second segment climb gradient
Top-of-climb rate [ f t/min]

Uncertain Parameters (Triangular distributions)
CD0 multiplier
SFC
Cruise altitude [ f t]
Pallet mass [lbs]
Oswald effciency multiplier

1
0.5
35000
7500
1

Mode

9.5
0.35
161
14.5
35
0.4

Upper Bound

1.1
0.55
38000
7800
1.05

Upper Limit

Table 5.5.: Aircraft design decision variables, constraints, and uncertain parameters for the 25-base network problem
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5.3.2.2

25-base Network Results: Single Objective Analyses

The single objective optimization study of the 25-base example problem is formulated
and solved in a similar manner to the solution procedure described in Section 5.2.2. The
NOMAD algorithm solves the top-level subspace problem, the SQP method solves the
aircraft sizing subspace problem, and the CPLEX solver, accessed via GAMS, solves the
feet assignment subspace problem. As in the previous set of studies, this larger 25-base
example problem is solved for two scenarios —‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft
design under uncertainty’. The frst scenario uses deterministic formulations to solve both
the aircraft sizing and feet assignment subspace problems. The second scenario uses the
RBDO formulation to solve the aircraft sizing problem, and the hybrid robust counterpart
formulation to solve the feet assignment problem.
Table 5.6 summarizes the results for the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ scenario of the
25-base network problem. The optimal solution suggest a “small” aircraft with a pallet
capacity of 14, a cruise speed of 404 knots, and a design range at maximum payload of
2534.2 nmi. The optimal pallet capacity reaches the lower bound of 14 largely due to the
low average demand values used in the deterministic formulation of the feet assignment
problem. As depicted in Figure 5.12b, the average daily demand on several routes in this
network is less than 14 pallets. The higher aspect ratio combined with the lower wing
sweep values, which are at or near the bounds, reduces the induced drag, leading to lower
fuel consumption. The minimum fuel burn design also benefts from the smaller wing
sweep and taper ratio, which offset the increase in wing weight owing to higher wing aspect
ratio. The higher wing loading reduces the wing surface area, which further reduces the
structural wing weight. The higher bypass ratio engines also provide better fuel economy in
cruise conditions. When allowing the introduction of fve new “type X” aircraft along with
the existing feet, the feet-level fuel consumption is 6.36% less than when using only the
existing feet of aircraft to meet the demand.
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Table 5.6.: Results from single objective analysis using deterministic formulations for the
aircraft sizing and feet assignment problems
Deterministic
Aircraft Design
Top-level variables

Pallet capacity
Cruise speed [knots]
Range [nmi]

14
403.81
2534.2

Aircraft Sizing Variables

Aspect Ratio
Thrust-to-weight ratio
Wing loading [lb/ f t 2 ]
Engine BPR
Wing sweep [deg]
Wing taper ratio

9.5
0.220
141.7556
14.50
10
0.2209

Fleet-level Performance
(as optimized)

Fuel: Existing feet [lbs]
Fuel: With 5 new A/C X [lbs]
% Change

1.631×107
1.530×107
-6.36%

Table 5.7 summarizes the results for the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ scenario of
the 25-base network problem. The table lists the results for three different experiments that
differ in the value set for the infeasibility tolerance parameter, δ , in the hybrid robust counter
formulation of the feet assignment problem. For all three experiments, the reliability level,
bi , in the reliability-based design optimization formulation of the aircraft sizing problem is
set to 0.90 for each of the aircraft sizing performance constraints; this means that under the
uncertainties, the design is acceptable if the probability of satisfying the constraint is 90%
or higher.

9.3176
0.239
161
12.54
10
0.2732

15
529.79
3800

E(fuel): Existing feet [lbs]
2.383×107
E(fuel): With 5 new A/C X [lbs] 2.244×107
% Change
-5.84%

Aspect Ratio
Thrust-to-weight ratio
Wing loading [lb/ f t 2 ]
Engine BPR
Wing sweep [deg]
Wing taper ratio

Aircraft Sizing Variables

Fleet-level Performance
(as optimized)

Pallet capacity
Cruise speed [knots]
Range [nmi]

Top-level variables

2.383×107
2.248×107
-5.67%

9.2915
0.239
161
13.09
10
0.2687

20
530.83
3800

2.383×107
2.258×107
-5.23%

9.5
0.239
161
14.50
10
0.2425

19
475.98
3529.4

Aircraft Design under Uncertainty
δ = 0.10
δ = 0.06
δ = 0.02

Table 5.7.: Results from single objective analyses using the RBDO formulation for the aircraft design problem and the hybrid robust
counterpart formulation for the feet assignment problem
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Compared to the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution, the solutions from the ‘aircraft
design under uncertainty’ scenario suggests that including this uncertainty leads to new
aircraft with larger pallet capacities, faster cruise speeds, and longer design ranges than
the previous deterministic study. Because the robust counterpart formulation considers
the worst-case values of the uncertain outputs of the aircraft sizing analysis, such as the
block hour coeffcients, the faster cruise speeds now enable the new aircraft to meet the
feet utilization limit constraint, and the new aircraft are assigned on longer routes with
higher pallet demand so that the magnitude of fuel savings is larger when compared to
using the same faster aircraft on shorter routes, where the new aircraft were assigned in the
‘deterministic aircraft design’ scenario. The optimal values of the aircraft sizing variables
have similar magnitudes for the aircraft designed using the framework with uncertainty
compared to the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution. However, there are small variations
in the optimal aircraft sizing solutions depending on the optimal values of the top-level
decision variables. The uncertainties in the Oswald effciency factor and parasite drag
coeffcient estimations results in the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions having
slightly lower aspect ratios and higher taper ratios than the ‘deterministic aircraft design’
solution. The Oswald effciency factor calculation in the sizing code is a function of the
wing taper ratio, wing sweep, wing span, parasite drag coeffcient, wing aspect ratio and
fuselage diameter. Explicitly accounting for uncertainty via the RBDO formulation enables
the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions to have higher probabilities of constraint
satisfaction than the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution. The frst part of Section 5.3.2.3
describes the performance of the solutions determined using the two approaches when
subjected to uncertainty in the aircraft sizing parameters.
The‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions lead to lower feet-level fuel consumption mainly due to their capability of operating on a different set of routes (due to its longer
design range and higher pallet capacity) when compared to the ‘deterministic aircraft design’
solution. The new aircraft, in both design cases (deterministic and under uncertainty), is
more fuel effcient than the existing feet. Because the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution
ignores the pallet demand uncertainty in the network, the new aircraft in this case has
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a limited set of routes on which it can operate. This leads to the older, existing aircraft
serving demand on other routes at a high fuel consumption in some cases of uncertain
demand scenarios. In contrast, in some cases of uncertain demand, the ‘aircraft design under
uncertainty’ solution can serve demand on more routes in a manner that displaces more of
the older, existing aircraft than in the cases using the deterministically-designed aircraft. The
assignment of the feet for the solutions determined using the two approaches is described in
Section 5.3.2.3.
The introduction of the new aircraft resulted in expected feet-level fuel consumption
reductions between 5.23% and 5.84% relative to using only the existing feet to meet the
demand under uncertainty. Increasing the value of the infeasibility tolerance parameter, δ ,
increases the expected feet-level fuel savings. This trend is expected, because, increasing
δ increases the feasible set of solutions in the feet assignment problem. In other words,
increasing δ decreases the level of conservativeness in the solution, leading to increased
predicted expected feet-level fuel savings. A higher value of δ means that, with the worst
case values of the uncertain parameters in the IRC allocation, a wider constraint violation
is allowed. This means that the average feet-level fuel consumption will decrease, but at
the risk of having a larger violation of the original constraint limit. In a practical sense,
this could mean (as an example) that the feet might not actually be able to carry all of the
demand on a route in a given day or time period.

5.3.2.3

A posteriori analysis

Although the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution (Table 5.6) appears to provide larger
feet-level fuel savings than the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions (Table 5.7), the
feet-level performances cannot be directly compared based on the ‘as optimized’ values,
because of the different formulations and data used to solve the aircraft sizing and feet
assignment problems in the two scenarios. For instance, the ‘deterministic aircraft design’
solution considers no uncertainty, so the feet level fuel consumption is a single deterministic
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value, while the feet-level fuel consumption in the under uncertainty approach is an expected
(arithmetic mean) value of uncertain fuel-level consumption.
The frst difference between the deterministic and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’
formulations occurs in the aircraft sizing subspace. Often in deterministic optimization, the
optimal solution is at the intersection of two or more of the constraint boundaries. Hence,
using the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution in the early stages of the system design
process can lead to constraint violation in the subsequent phases of the design process.
As the design proceeds from the conceptual phase to the preliminary and detailed design
phases, additional design defnition and use of higher fdelity tools reduce some of the
uncertainty that the deterministic approach ignores. An alternative to the deterministic
aircraft design formulation is the RBDO formulation that ensures constraint satisfaction
under uncertainty up to the pre-defned reliability level, bi . Having obtained solutions from
the deterministic and uncertainty-based formulations, the next step involves testing the
behavior of the solutions from these formulations under real-word uncertainty. A more
rigorous approach to test this is to subject the solution to the same set of uncertain parameters
using Monte Carlo simulations.
The goals of the a posteriori analyses are to demonstrate that the ‘aircraft design
under uncertainty’ formulation described in this dissertation addresses uncertainty correctly,
and that the additional complexity and computational expense of this approach provides
benefts—the resulting aircraft design improves feet-level performance. To study the aircraft
sizing constraint satisfaction characteristics under uncertainty for the solutions obtained
from the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ (δ = 0.1)
scenarios, Monte Carlo simulations involving 1000 samples of the aircraft sizing uncertain
parameters were performed. The number of samples used in the a posteriori analysis (here,
1000) is higher than the 50 samples used in the RBDO approach, however, increasing the
√

number of samples in the Monte Carlo simulations reduces the error (error ∝ 1/ -N , where N
is the number of samples).
Figure 5.14 shows the resulting distributions of takeoff distance for the two different
aircraft designs analyzed using the 1000 sample sets of the fve uncertain aircraft parameters
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(see Table 5.5). In this analysis, the design variable values for the two different aircraft
results remain unchanged (i.e.,wing loading, aspect ratio, etc. from Tables 5.6 and 5.7),
while the uncertain parameters are sampled from the distributions of the uncertain parameters
described in Table 5.5. The aircraft is then “re-sized” for this set of parameters, which
results in values of TOGW, fuel cost, etc. Of interest here is the value of takeoff distance.
In both approaches to sizing the new aircraft, the takeoff distance constraint was the only
active constraint at convergence of the solution, so examination of this constraint via the
a posteriori assessment under uncertainty will illustrate differences between these two
approaches. For each different sample of the uncertain parameters, the aircraft will have a
different predicted value of takeoff distance. All of the 1000 different takeoff distance values
appear in Figure 5.14 using a histogram format to display the takeoff distance distribution for
the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ and the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions. The
red dotted line indicates the stated limit value of 8500 f t. for the takeoff distance constraint.
The ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution satisfes the takeoff distance constraint for 48.1%
of the a posteriori samples, while the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution (δ = 0.1)
satisfes the takeoff distance constraint for a much larger percentage of samples (89.4%),
which is slightly smaller than the stated limit of 90% (for the reliability level, bi ) for this set
of 1000 samples. For the deterministic case, perhaps not surprisingly in hindsight, ignoring
uncertainty altogether makes that aircraft unlikely to satisfy the takeoff distance constraint
(only 48.1% probability of constraint satisfaction). However, the ‘aircraft designed under
uncertainty’ solution (89.4% probability of constraint satisfaction) is far more likely to have
a takeoff distance of 8500 f t. or less.
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Figure 5.14.: Distribution of takeoff distances (based upon 1000 Monte Carlo samples from
the set of fve uncertain aircraft parameters) for aircraft design solutions obtained from
deterministic and RBDO formulations

After the takeoff distance constraint, the top-of-climb rate requirement is the second
most important design driver (constraint with a value “next closest” to zero at the solution)
in the aircraft sizing process. Figure 5.15 shows the distributions of top-of-climb rates
for the two aircraft design solutions when subjected to uncertainty in the aircraft sizing
parameters. The feasible region of the design space lies to the right of the red dotted
line, which indicates the minimum top-of-climb rate requirement of 500 f t/min. In both
approaches, the top-of-climb rate requirement is satisfed for all samples of the uncertain
parameters. However, for several samples of the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution ,
the top-of-climb rate estimate lies much closer to the constraint boundary, and has a higher
probability of violating the constraint if the requirements were to be modifed. For instance,
if the minimum top-of-climb rate requirement was set to 550 f t/min, then the ‘deterministic
aircraft design’ solution has a much lower probability of satisfying the constraint when
compared to the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution.
All other performance constraints (landing distance and second segment climb gradient)
were satisfed for aircraft design solutions obtained from both the deterministic and the
RBDO formulations. While the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ can account for uncertainty
via safety margins, choosing the right values for these safety/design margins is sometimes
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diffcult, and, if chosen incorrectly, this can result in a sub-optimal design. In contrast, the
RBDO formulation explicitly accounts for these design parameter uncertainties through a
probabilistic approach. The RBDO formulation optimizes the performance while providing
a measure of “safety” (in terms of constraint satisfaction) in the optimum design. These
experiments reveal that the two aircraft design solutions result in distributions that are shifted
by a signifcant amount when subjected to uncertainty in terms of their constraint satisfaction
characteristics. Hence, the aircraft designed using deterministic formulations that ignore
uncertainty during the design is unlikely to provide the required or expected performance
when actually subjected to uncertainty.
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Figure 5.15.: Distribution of top-of-climb rates (based upon 1000 Monte Carlo samples
from the set of fve uncertain aircraft parameters) for aircraft design solutions obtained from
deterministic and RBDO formulations

The second difference between the deterministic and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’
formulations occurs in the feet assignment subspace. Both these formulations use different
values for the demand on each route. The deterministic formulation uses a fxed value of
demand on each route—this fxed demand was based upon the average value of the GATES
reported demand. The descriptive sampling approach samples from the demand distributions.
To compare the feet-level performance of the solutions from the two formulations an a
posteriori evaluation is necessary to determine how these solutions would perform under
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real-world uncertainty. This a posteriori evaluation uses a Monte Carlo simulation involving
200 sets of demand samples, and solutions from both formulations are subject to the same
set of demand samples and the same feet assignment problem formulation.
Before comparing the effect of uncertainty on the feet assignment portion of the problem,
the ability of the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ to meet the takeoff distance constraint under
50% of the time when considering the effect of the uncertain aircraft parameters requires
some additional consideration to enable comparison of the two assignments.
Because the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution has a lower probability of satisfying
the takeoff distance constraint under uncertainty, this design essentially cannot operate at
several bases in the network, thereby decreasing its effectiveness in minimizing the feetlevel fuel consumption. The a posteriori evaluation of the aircraft sizing constraints of the
‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution show that the resulting aircraft design would require
more that 8500 f t. for takeoff, which could prevent the aircraft from using some air felds in
the network to transport cargo. To refect this, the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution is
prevented from operating in ten (randomly selected) of the 25 bases in the 25-base network.
On the other hand, because the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions have higher
satisfaction probabilities for the takeoff distance constraint (in fact, essentially meeting the
90% limit used in the RBDO formulation), those aircraft can operate to all the bases of the
25-base network. This a posteriori evaluation enables a slightly better comparison of the
‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions based on
empirical evidence of the feet-level performance estimates for varying pallet demand via
Monte Carlo simulations. This a posteriori evaluation involves solving 200 instances of the
deterministic formulation of the feet assignment problem (Section 4.4.3), each one with a
different set of pallet demands, again taken from the distributions represented in the GATES
dataset, for both the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’
solutions.
The different set of requirements for the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft
design under uncertainty’ solutions results in different distributions of assignments of the
aircraft feet to best meet the uncertain demand. Figure 5.16 shows tthe distribution of route
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distances on which each aircraft type is assigned using the two approaches when subjected
to this a posteriori analysis. The relatively higher pallet capacities of the C-5 and 747-F
aircraft results in larger proportion of its trips being fown on the shorter, high-demand
routes. The longer design range of the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution (3800 nmi
at maximum payload) allows operation of the new aircraft on longer routes when compared
to that of ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution (2534.2 nmi at maximum payload). In
this case, the‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution fies 72.92% of its trips on routes
exceeding 3500 nmi while the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution fies only 66.51% of
its trips on the same set of routes. As Figure 5.16 depicts, compared to the ‘deterministic
aircraft design’ solution, the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution is predominantly
fown on longer routes because of the greater potential for feet-level fuel savings. The
longer design range and higher pallet capacity of the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’
solution allows for the operation of the new aircraft on routes that cannot be served by
the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution. Compared to the ‘deterministic aircraft design’
solution, the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution now serves some routes that were
previously served by the C-17 and 747-F aircraft in the feet.
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Figure 5.16.: Comparison of feet assignment (200 demand samples) using ‘deterministic
aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions

The higher pallet capacity combined with the longer design range of the ‘aircraft design
under uncertainty’ solution also increases the pallet-miles (capacity × route distance) per day
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contribution of the new aircraft. Figure 5.17 shows the breakdown of the contribution of the
different aircraft types to the airlift capability of the feet using solutions listed in Table 5.7.
The airlift capability metric measured in units of pallet-nmi, is similar to the Million TonMiles per day (MTM-D) metric, which is a commonly accepted performance measure that
refects the amount of cargo transported over a given distance within a prescribed time period.
Here, the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution provides an airlift capability of 0.757
million pallet-nmi per day, which is 83.29% higher than the airlift capability provided by
the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution (0.413 million pallet-nmi per day). Although the
average number of trips per day fown by the new aircraft (14.97 trips per day for the ‘aircraft
design under uncertainty’ solution and 14.65 trips per day for the ‘deterministic aircraft
design’ solution) is approximately equal in both cases, the utilization of ‘aircraft design
under uncertainty’ solution is much higher because of its relatively higher pallet capacity
and longer design range; this new aircraft design can carry more payload when required
(in instances of higher demand). In comparison, the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution
either requires additional trips to meet the demand or cannot serve the route due to range
limitations. These results suggest that the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution leads
to a more ‘robust’ feet assignment to meet the uncertain demand, when compared to that of
the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution. These results also provide some evidence that
using the overall approach with uncertainty does provide benefts in terms of identifying the
best new aircraft requirements and describing the new aircraft design variables to minimize
the expected fuel consumption.
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Figure 5.17.: Comparison of average airlift capability (200 demand samples) per day using
‘deterministic aircraft design’ and ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions

Table 5.8 summarizes the results from the a posteriori analysis of the 25-base network
problem. The ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solution, when using the base limitations to
refect its 50% probability of takeoff distance constraint satisfaction, results in expected
feet-level fuel savings of 4.02%, compared to the expected feet-level fuel from assignment
solutions that use only the existing aircraft (i.e., only C-17, C-5, and chartered B747F)
to meet the uncertain demand. The ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solution results in
expected feet-level fuel savings between 6.30% and 7.72% relative to the solutions using
only the existing aircraft.
Table 5.8.: Fleet-level performance comparison of ‘deterministic’ and ‘design under uncertainty’ solutions
Deterministic
Aircraft Design
E(fuel): Existing feet [lbs]
E(fuel): With 5 new A/C X [lbs]
% Change

1.750×107
1.680×107
-4.02%

Aircraft Design under Uncertainty
δ = 0.10
δ = 0.06
δ = 0.02
1.750×107
1.615×107
-7.72%

1.750×107
1.636×107
-6.51%

1.750×107
1.640×107
-6.30%
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The amount of expected feet fuel savings, and the requirements and optimal design
of the new aircraft all vary with the change in the value of the parameter δ in the robust
counterpart formulation. The values in Table 5.8 suggest that the fuel savings decrease
(less fuel is saved) as δ decreases in value. This trend is expected, as decreasing the
value of δ allows less violation of the stated constraints under the worst-case coeffcient
case(s); this is a more conservative answer, and the top-level objective function value refects
this conservatism. Choosing an appropriate value for δ might require conducting several
experiments to assess the sensitivity of the solution. A user of the proposed approach might
conduct analyses that vary δ to test his/her “risk aversion” to uncertainty. For instance, the
analyses could reveal the change in feet-level fuel savings if the decision-maker was willing
to exceed to exceed a daily utilization limit that existed (as one example of the constraints
incorporating δ ) in a worst-case scenario.
It is also possible that correlations exist between the value for δ and pallet demand
data. For instance, consider two routes, A and B. Route A has higher priority, and the
feet must serve the pallet demand on these routes everyday within the prescribed time
limit. In comparison, route B has lower priority and ‘demand spill’ (inability to serve all
of the demand, or when demand exceeds capacity) is acceptable. In such situations, the
decision-maker can set δ = 1.0 for route A and a lower value for route B, say δ = 0.8.
These values will result in a feet assignment that can serve demand on route A even for the
‘worst-case’ scenario of uncertain demand, while the feet can serve only 80% of the demand
on route B for the ‘worst-case’ scenario. If such correlations are found to exist or are known
a priori, then the value for δ can be intelligently picked to refect the decision-maker’s “risk
tolerance” to future uncertainty. If the decision-maker is aware that certain routes in the
network have this priority and ‘demand spill’ allowance while working to determine these
new aircraft design requirements, the proposed framework could address this via the interval
robust counterpart formulation.
These results suggest that the solution obtained from ‘design under uncertainty’ methods
provide better expected performance and are more ‘reliable’ (more effcient feet assignment
to meet demand and productivity requirements while reducing fuel consumption) under
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future uncertain demand scenarios, when compared to solutions obtained from deterministic
methods. Because the demand constraint does not include a ‘infeasibility tolerance parameter’, δ , associated with it in the hybrid robust counterpart formulation, all aircraft design
(both ‘deterministic’ and ‘design under uncertainty’) solutions have fight assignments that
can meet 100% of the pallet demand for every sampled demand distribution. However,
the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solutions are less “reliable” to meet other constraints in
the feet assignment problem such as the daily utilization limit constraint (Equation 4.27),
because of the uncertainty in the performance of the new aircraft design. In comparison,
the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions have higher probability of satisfying the
scheduling constraints leading to more “reliable” feet assignments. For example, δ = 0.10
ensures that the the optimal feet assignment can satisfy all constraints in the feet assignment
problem within a maximum allowable violation of 10% for all future uncertain scenarios.
For the daily utilization limit constraint, this would mean that the aircraft would operate 10%
more hours, if the block hour coeffcients were at their worst-case values in Equation 5.9.

5.3.3

Multi-objective Analyses with Uncertainty in Both Aircraft Design and Demand

The second investigation seeks to determine the optimal requirements and design of
the new aircraft for different tradeoff opportunities between feet productivity and feet fuel
consumption. This multi-objective analysis methodology is a solution procedure to enable
“fuel consumption as an independent variable” analysis capabilities to decision-makers,
which is one of the motivations behind this research effort. These multi-objective analyses
are identical to the problem setup described in Section 5.3.2.2, except for the inclusion of the
productivity limit constraint in the feet assignment problem. Varying the productivity limit
values enables the identifcation of several aircraft designs with different top-level ‘aircraft
requirements’ and associated aircraft sizing solutions for the various tradeoff opportunities
between the competing feet-level objectives of productivity and fuel consumption.
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5.3.3.1

25-base Network Results: Multi-objective Analyses

For the multi-objective analyses, the reliability level, bi , is set to 0.90 for all the performance constraints in the aircraft sizing subspace RBDO problem formulation, and the
infeasibility tolerance parameter, δ , is set to 0.1 for all the appropriate constraints in the feet
assignment subspace hybrid robust counterpart formulation. Similar to the single-objective
analyses, this analysis assumes that fve new aircraft (of the same type) are introduced and
uses 22 different values for the feet productivity constraint limits. The analysis frst estimates the feet-level performance using only the existing feet, and then with the addition of
fve new, yet-to-be-acquired aircraft. Figure 5.18 shows the results from the multi-objective
analyses of the 25-base network problem. The plot shows the normalized expected feet-level
responses of productivity and fuel consumption as a symbol for each run of the decomposition approach considering aircraft design and feet assignment uncertainties associated
with a given limit on productivity. The feet-level responses have been normalized with
respect to the lowest expected values from the ‘Fleet with fve new A/C’ scenario to show
the relative feet-level improvements obtained due to the introduction of the new aircraft.
The normalization procedure is similar to the approach described in Section 5.1.3.2; hence,
the smallest values for the normalized feet productivity and fuel consumption values in the
plot equal 1.0.
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Figure 5.18.: Results from multi-objective analyses of the 25-base network problem

The general trends in the feet-level responses are as expected, with fuel consumption
increasing as productivity increases. Similar to the results from the multi-objective analyses
of the ten-base network problem, the optimal pallet capacity increases with increasing values
for normalized expected productivity. The non-smooth nature of the Pareto front is also
similar to that of the ten-base network problem, primarily due to the non-convex nature
of the objective function and constraints, and the convergence criteria (tolerance gap) of
the feet assignment problem. The optimal values for two of the aircraft sizing variables in
the callout boxes is at the bounds; the optimal wing loading is at the upper bound of 161
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lb/ f t 2 , while the optimal leading edge wing sweep is at the lower bound of 10°. The higher
wing loading reduces the structural wing weight leading to lower empty weight and fuel
consumption. The lower wing sweep further reduces the wing weight, whose benefts are
far greater than the increase in fuel consumption due to increase in compressibility drag in
the aircraft sizing analysis tools used here. The introduction of the fve new aircraft (of type
X) results in lower values of expected feet-level fuel consumption that are between 2.79%
and 6.48% for the same normalized expected feet productivity values, when compared
to the the expected feet-level fuel consumption in where only the existing feet serves
demand in the network. The new aircraft, across the tradeoff of feet productivity and feet
fuel consumption are smaller aircraft compared to the C-5 and C-17 aircraft types. These
new aircraft are fown closer to their design payload (similar to the assignments shown in
Figure 5.16) and, thus, are more fuel effcient than the existing aircraft types in the feet that
operate further from their design payload. The new aircraft, even at comparable size to the
C-17, is more fuel effcient because of the relatively longer takeoff distance requirements
allowed for the new aircraft compared to the C-17 aircraft, and allows the new aircraft to
have a higher wing loading and more effcient cruise.
Each set of new aircraft requirements and design description on the tradeoff is associated
with a distribution of different assignment solutions. The expected feet fuel consumption
and expected productivity computed from these distributions leads to the values shown
in Figure 5.18. While it is impractical to list all of the different assignment solutions for
each sampled demand instance and for different tradeoff opportunities that results in a new
aircraft requirement / design description, some general trends do appear. For instance, the
assignments with fve new aircraft associated with the expected fuel consumption of 1.0
and expected productivity of 1.02 uses the C-5 aircraft for an average of 14.09% fewer
trips than the assignments using only existing aircraft at a similar level of expected feet
productivity. For the assignments with fve new aircraft associated with the highest expected
feet productivity, the assignment uses the C-5 for an average of 21.63% fewer trips than the
assignments using only the existing aircraft at a similar level of expected feet productivity.
For each solution across the tradeoff, the introduction of the new aircraft reduces the number
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of trips fown by the C-5 aircraft. This leads to the notable reduction in normalized expected
feet fuel consumption, because the new aircraft are more effcient.

5.3.3.2

Acquiring Additional Aircraft of Existing Aircraft Types in the Fleet

The growing complexity, enormous capital investment, and long developmental time
frames associated with aircraft design and development programs of today, are signifcant
concerns for acquisition practitioners and decision-makers. While the approach presented
above demonstrated its ability to identify requirements for a new aircraft to join existing
aircraft in a military air cargo feet, decision-makers might also assess if adding more existing
aircraft types to the feet could provide the same feet-level benefts before embarking upon
a new aircraft design program.
The analysis in this section seeks to compare the feet-level performance improvements
due to the introduction of additional aircraft of existing aircraft types into the feet, as
opposed to introducing a new aircraft type. For consistency with previous studies, the
scenarios where the decision under consideration is the addition of existing aircraft types
into the feet or where only the existing feet without additional aircraft meets demand,
uncertainty exists only in the pallet demand in the service network because the existing
aircraft types have no “design uncertainty”. In the scenario where the feet adds fve new,
yet-to-be-designed aircraft type is introduced into the existing feet, both model and pallet
demand uncertainty infuences the new aircraft design. For consistency with the starting
locations (home bases) of the new aircraft type in the feet assignment problem formulation,
the fve additional aircraft of the existing aircraft types have the same starting locations
as that of aircraft type X. Similarly, the feet assignment problem uses the same set of
demand samples for consistency in all scenarios. Figure 5.19 shows the expected feet-level
responses for these different scenarios. Figure 5.19a repeats Figure 5.18 and shows the
expected feet productivity and fuel consumption using only the current existing feet and
adding fve of the newly designed type X aircraft to the feet. The plots in Figures 5.19b,
5.19c and 5.19d show the same expected feet-level objectives, but each of these displays
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results when the feet adds fve of an existing aircraft type to the feet along with results from
adding the fve newly designed type X aircraft to the feet.
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Figure 5.19.: Variation in feet-level metrics due to introduction of additional aircraft into
the existing feet

As Figure 5.19 indicates, the introduction of fve newly designed aircraft of type X
provides the largest reduction in feet-level fuel consumption at similar values of expected
feet-level productivity. Amongst the existing aircraft types (Figs. 5.19b, 5.19c, and 5.19d),
the introduction of fve additional B747-F aircraft reduces the feet-level fuel consumption to
the largest extent for the 25-base network. The faster cruise speed of the B747-F combined
with the higher wing loading, and the aircraft technologically improvements in terms of
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newer airframes and engines compared to the C-5 and B747-F aircraft types, enables
the B747-F aircraft to meet the feet productivity requirements at lower feet-level fuel
consumption values. These results show the feet-level benefts due to the introduction of
the new aircraft X, which are optimized for the particular route network structure and pallet
demand characteristics in the service network, are better when compared to introduction
of additional aircraft of the existing aircraft types. Assuming that the current modeling
approach is suffciently accurate and using feet fuel consumption and productivity as
objectives, the results suggest that the new aircraft tend to be “smaller” (in terms of pallet
capacity) and “faster” (in terms of cruise speed) than existing aircraft types in the feet.

5.3.4

Factors Affecting Solution Quality

The subspace decomposition strategy breaks the original monolithic MINLP optimization problem into two smaller subproblems controlled by a small top-level problem. Each
function evaluation of the top-level problem requires a sequential solution of the two smaller
subspace problems. Hence, several factors involved in solving the individual subproblems
affect the optimal solution to the overall problem. The following user-defned factors infuence the optimal solution(s) to the combined aircraft design and feet assignment problem
under multi-domain uncertainty:
• Stopping criteria in the NOMAD algorithm for the convergence of the top-level
subspace problem. For these studies, the maximum number of iterations and function
evaluations parameters were set to 500 and 2000, respectively. The ‘minimum mesh
size’ parameter was set to 0.0001. The NOMAD algorithm uses the default values for
other algorithmic parameters.
• Values of reliability levels (bi ) in the aircraft sizing constraints of the RBDO formulation.
• Stopping criteria settings (tolerance gap) in the branch and bound/cut algorithm in the
CPLEX solver for the convergence of the feet assignment subspace problem.
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• Values of infeasibilty tolerance parameter (δi ) in the IRC[ε, δ ] formulation.
In general, the stopping criteria for the subspace optimization problems are problem
dependent. The values for bi and δi are user-defned, and they denote the ‘risk’ the decisionmaker is willing to accept. For instance, setting bi to 1 in the RBDO formulation for
the aircraft sizing constraints, and (δi ) to 0 for the constraints in the hybrid (IRC[ε, δ ])
formulation for the constraints in the feet assignment problem would lead to the most
“risk-averse” or conservative solution. Higher the reliability levels, greater are the constraint
satisfaction probabilities of the aircraft sizing problem and the associated computational
expense incurred to solve the problem. As results presented in Chapter 5 suggest, changing
the value of δ affects the optimal set of requirements and description of the new aircraft. For
the single-objective studies of the 25-base network, increasing the value of δ increased the
level of conservatism in the solution leading to higher feet-level fuel consumption values.

5.3.5

Runtime Analysis

Computational tractability is an important issue when dealing with problems involving
uncertainty, especially for solving large-scale problems. The studies presented in this
dissertation represent a simplifed scenario compared to actual route networks, feet sizes and
the complexity of the feet planning process. However, the RBDO formulation to address
uncertainty in aircraft sizing, and the feet assignment formulation and the descriptive
sampling approach implemented to address demand uncertainty appears scalable. Although
the methodology was not demonstrated for route networks comprising of more than 25 bases,
the framework can solve larger datasets because the original stochastic MINLP problem
is now solved through a series of smaller subproblems, which are individually solved
via tractable optimization algorithms. Researchers have demonstrated that the underlying
algorithms (e.g., branch and bound, branch and cut, or simplex) available in the CPLEX
solver for solving MIP problems are capable of solving industrial-sized real-world problems
effectively [96, 97]. Bixby et al. demonstrated the advancements and progress in the
CPLEX solver for solving large-scale optimization problems. The benchmarking tests
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indicate that machine and algorithmic speedups resulted in up to six orders of magnitude
increase in solving power between 1988 and 2002 [96]. They also tested the CPLEX solver
for larger test sets ranging from 20,000 rows (constraints) to data sets containing more
than 500,000 rows. As an example, the authors in Ref. [96] demonstrate that the CPLEX
7.1 solver could solve a linear programming problem with 43,387 rows (constraints) and
107,164 columns (decision variables) in 120.6 seconds. Although these investigations were
performed on linear programs, mixed integer programming algorithms make use of all the
advances in linear programming algorithms, and improvements specifc to the domain of
integer programming. The authors in Ref. [96] also clearly state that the comprehensive
advancement in mixed-integer programming algorithms exceeds that of linear programming.
For the studies discussed in this chapter, comparing the computational runtime for
solving the ten-base and 25-base network problems can provide some insight into the
computational tractability of the proposed approach. This comparison considers the multiobjective formulation, and uses the same optimizers, convergence settings and computational
infrastructure for solving the top-level, aircraft sizing, and feet assignment subspace optimization problems. Solving the ten-base, 38-route problem required 17.16 hours of runtime,
while the 25-base, 219-route network problem required 55.61 hours of runtime. The computation cost increased by a factor of 3.24 for an increase in number of bases/cities in the
network by a factor of 2.5 or for an increase in directional demand routes in the network
by a factor of 5.76. These results suggest that using tractable optimization algorithms to
solve the individual subspace optimization problem formulations could potentially enable
the proposed research methodology to solve larger problems in the future. Given that this
is an approach to identify the best requirements for a new, yet-to-be-designed aircraft, the
relatively long run times might be tolerable, because the results are not driving real-time
operations; however, these long run times would not work for in-person “what if” discussions
with others trying to explore the new aircraft requirements space.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK, CONCLUSIONS,
AND CONTRIBUTIONS
6.1

Limitations of the Study and Opportunities for Future Work
The proposed methodology helps determine the optimum design of new system that

improves feet-level capabilities from a performance standpoint, and does not consides
factors such as acquisition costs, network evolution, entry-into-service and age of the existing
feet. Formulating and integrating the acquisition decision-making problem (determining
the number of new aircraft to acquire) with the feet assignment formulation will enable
the decision-maker to consider the impact of other economic attributes in determining the
optimal set of requirements and design of the new aircraft. The current approach requires
that the user select the number of new aircraft to be acquired. This is an external decision
that becomes an input to the optimization approach. Determining the appropriate number of
new aircraft to acquire is crucial, because the assignment of the aircraft feet to meet demand
obligations is highly dependent on the feet size and composition. A simple parametric
analysis that solves the combined aircraft sizing and allocation under uncertainty problem
for varying numbers of new aircraft can help identify the optimal number of new aircraft.
Another approach is to treat the number of new aircraft as a decision variable with budget
constraints limiting the total acquisition cost.
The methodology assumes that the feet composition does not change during the schedule
planning timeframe, and that the entire feet is available for service. In reality, several factors
infuence the feet composition available for operations in a particular time period. To refect
the dynamic nature of feet composition, the feet assignment formulation can incorporate an
operational availability or feet reliability constraint. The operational availability (operational
readiness) metric is one of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of feet performance
used in the airline industry to indicate the ‘out of service’ or ‘non-operating’ time of the
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aircraft in the feet, either due to planned activities such as scheduled maintenance, or due to
unplanned activities such as unscheduled maintenance and operational interruptions. The
current feet assignment formulation uses a fxed value of 16 hours of operations per day in
the daily utilization limit constraint to refect the ‘non-operating’ time of the aircraft but this
does not address its stochastic nature. To consider this, the daily utilization limit constraint
in the current feet assignment formulation can use a multiplier (that takes values between
0 and 1) for the right hand side parameter, which limits the number of operational hours
for each aircraft in the feet. The multiplier is the uncertain operational readiness parameter
whose samples are obtained from sampling the associated distributions.
The current feet assignment formulation does not handle cargo prioritization, because
exact fight schedules are not generated. If information about cargo priority is available, one
possible approach is to use a multi-commodity fow formulation in a space-time network
model. These formulations can fnd applications in modeling the time-sensitive nature of
certain cargo missions, or in airline crew scheduling and gate scheduling problems. Although
the model attempts to replicate typical “time of day” feet scheduling through the sequencing
and daily utilization limit constraints, the formulation does not allow for the estimation of
space-time coordinates of the aircraft in the feet during the simulation. Due to the nonavailability of cargo priority information in the GATES dataset, a simpler feet assignment
formulation that reduces the complexity and computational expense when compared to
space-time network models was adopted in this dissertation. Typically, airlines use spacetime network models to generate optimal schedules for a specifc time horizon. Additionally,
the feet assignment formulation does not consider crew scheduling, maintenance routing,
and airfeld fuel capacity constraints, which are traditionally considered in the strategic and
tactical planning process of aerial transportation systems.
In the current approach to address uncertainty in the aircraft sizing subspace, the problem formulation includes “reliability” considerations for the constraints, and “robustness”
considerations for the objective function. For some situations, concurrently “optimizing the
mean performance” and “minimizing the performance variance” may be more appropriate.
Depending on the designer’s or the organization’s preference structure, optimal solutions
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vary for different tradeoff opportunities between the mean and variance attributes. To
implement this in the current approach, the objective function of the top-level and feet
assignment problem now is a linear combination of the mean and variance of performance
metric (e.g., E [fuel] + λ Var [fuel]). Varying the weighting factor, λ , results in identifcation
of optimal solutions for different tradeoffs between the expected and variance contributions
to the objective function value.
The new aircraft design problem included a few performance constraints in the deterministic and reliability-based formulations. As results from Section 5.3.2.3 suggest,
solutions from deterministic formulation of the aircraft sizing problem do not always satisfy
performance constraints under uncertainty, and in some cases, these constraint violations
(in this work, the violation of the takeoff distance constraint) can occur in more than 50%
of the uncertain scenarios. When viewed as a deterministic problem using the desired
limit value in the constraint, the resulting deterministically-designed aircraft might not
be capable of operating out of some of the airports or bases in the route network. Not
capturing the uncertainty in the aircraft design leads to issues for the operational considerations of the aircraft. However, the current feet assignment formulation does not have
airport-related constraints to refect this limitation in the new aircraft design solution obtained from deterministic methods. The current formulation cannot limit the assignment
of the new aircraft to an airport from which it could not takeoff with a design payload.
One approach to solve this problem is to use a ‘takeoff-distance violation’ constraint
�

[takeoff distance p − takeoff distancei ] × x p,k,i, j ≤ 0 in the feet assignment problem formulation, which prevents the assignment of aircraft p at base i (or base j, whichever runway
is smaller) if the predicted takeoff distance of aircraft p is greater than that runway distance
available at base i.
The interval robust counterpart (IRC[ε, δ ]) model used to solved the feet assignment
problem under uncertainty is applicable for bounded uncertainty problems. Because the
nature/type of probability distribution of the uncertain parameters in aircraft sizing are
not known, this work assumed triangular distributions for these uncertain parameters. Depending on the ‘true’ uncertainty distributions of the aircraft’s performance coeffcients,
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there might be different robust counterpart formulations that are better suited to account for
such uncertainty distributions. Researchers have proposed variants of the interval robust
counterpart formulation for known probability distributions such as the normal, Poisson and
binomial distributions [69]. Decision-makers can use historical data to inform their choice
of uncertainty set and use coherent risk measures such as the tail conditional expectation
(expected value of the losses in excess of a specifed quantile value) to capture their attitude
towards risk [98]. Initial investigations of using the robust mixed integer programming
approach (Section 3.3.1.1) to solve the feet feet assignment problem under uncertainty
suggest that the formulation does not scale well with problem size. Future investigations
that vary the “robustness” parameters, Γ0 and Γi , may provide additional insights on the
scalability of the robust mixed integer programming formulation.
Because the decomposition strategy decomposes the monolithic optimization problem
into smaller optimization subproblems, several user-defned factors (see Section 5.3.4) affect
the quality of the overall optimal solution. Tuning these algorithmic parameters can help
identify trends—if they exist—for the optimal solutions of the three subspace problems,
and also reduce the time for convergence. A more rigorous study of tuning algorithmic
parameters might offer insights as to when “sub-optimal” (due to variations in algorithmic
parameters) solutions in the different subspaces can be tolerated for an “improved” overall
optimal solution in the MDO process at reduced overall computation expense. For instance,
sacrifcing the solution quality in the aircraft sizing subspace might provide a “design look
ahead” capability in the top-level subspace leading to a better overall optimal solution at
reduced computational runtimes, when compared to an approach which obtains optimal
solutions with higher accuracy for each subspace problem at higher computational cost.

6.2

Conclusions
The research methodology presented in this dissertation describes a computationally

tractable approach to handle multi-domain uncertainties in the combined aircraft design
and feet assignment problem. Specifcally, this research effort addresses the uncertainty
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prevalent in the conceptual phase of the design process and the pallet demand uncertainty in
the service network. The subspace decomposition strategy provides a solution procedure to
determine the optimal requirements and aircraft design(s) for different tradeoff opportunities
between feet-level metrics. The investigations and studies describe a collection of optimal
aircraft designs that reduces feet-level fuel consumption while satisfying the operational
requirements under both uncertainty in the aircraft design process, and demand uncertainty
in the service network. The frst case study (Section 5.1) considered only demand uncertainty.
Results from this study showed that the deterministic formulation of the feet assignment
problem, which uses expected values for demand from the distributions taken from the
GATES dataset, is not appropriate to address the demand uncertainty in the network. The
expected values of demand results in an different set of optimal values for the “requirement”
decision variables and correspondingly, the optimal values for the design of the new aircraft.
The subsequent analysis showed that the treatment of demand as uncertain leads to changes in
the optimal values of the “requirement” decision variables and the aircraft design compared
to the deterministic formulation that uses expected values of demand. The frst case study
also demonstrated the descriptive sampling approach is effective in capturing the stochastic
nature of the pallet cargo demand in the service network at considerably lower computational
expense than traditional random sampling techniques.
The second (Section 5.2) and third case studies (Section 5.3) considered uncertainty
in both aircraft design and demand. A reliability-based design optimization formulation
addresses model uncertainty in aircraft design. The new hybrid formulation proposed in
this thesis that combines the interval robust counterpart model and the descriptive sampling
approach addresses both the propagation of uncertainty from the aircraft sizing subspace to
the feet assignment subspace and the demand uncertainty in the service network. Results
from these studies demonstrated that the propagation of uncertainty from the aircraft sizing
subspace affects the optimal solution, when compared to solutions that considered only
demand uncertainty. The a posteriori analysis of the solutions from these studies showed
that ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions have higher probabilities of constraint
satisfaction under uncertainty and greater feet-level fuel savings than ‘deterministic aircraft
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design’ solutions, when subjected to real-word uncertain scenarios. In terms of feetlevel performance, the ‘aircraft design under uncertainty’ solutions are better than the
‘deterministic aircraft design’ solutions. For instance, results from the ‘aircraft design under
uncertainty’ solutions indicate potential to save 3.7% feet fuel consumption at similar levels
of feet productivity when compared to ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solutions.
There is a pressing need for analytical tools to assist decision-makers in making betterinformed decisions through quantitatively supported insights. The complexity of dealing
with many variables related to interdependent systems, the impact of changing characteristics of such systems, and uncertainties related to allocations of such systems becomes
cognitively impossible to manage without a decision-support framework. Hence, determining the optimal set of requirements for future systems is an integral step in the acquisition
process. The methodology described in this dissertation can help guide decision-makers and
acquisition planners to determine optimal design requirements for new, yet-to-be-introduced
aircraft to reduce feet-level fuel consumption (and/or emissions). Solutions from these
‘design under uncertainty’ problems provide insight (expected performance gain and risk
associated in terms of not satisfying the entirety of demand within the scheduling constraint
limits) about new systems, and these insights can inform acquisition decisions. Results from
the different case studies suggest that the ‘design under uncertainty’ approach leads to new
aircraft design(s) that is faster, and perhaps, less fuel effcient at the aircraft level, but provide
better feet-level fuel savings (largely because of the new aircraft’s ability to now serve
different routes in the network due to its higher pallet capacity and longer design range)
when compared to the ‘deterministic aircraft design’ solutions. Addressing uncertainty
explicitly in the design process can lead to improved expected feet-level performance and
more ‘reliable’ design recommendations for acquisition practitioners to achieve feet-level
objectives.
The solution procedure for the multi-objective analyses presents a way to perform
“fuel/cost as an independent variable” tradeoffs, and will improve understanding about what
characteristics this kind of process should entail under various operational scenarios. The
recommendations for the new aircraft design requirements and the collection of optimal
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aircraft designs for different tradeoff opportunities enables the decision-maker to examine
the trade-space based on quantitative estimates of feet-level performance under real-world
uncertainty.
Although demonstrated for the design of a single new aircraft system, if required, the
approach can determine the optimal set of requirements and design of more than one new
system, and does not require any signifcant modifcations to the formulation. For instance,
the aircraft sizing subspace can solve the aircraft sizing problem for two different technology
assumptions (e.g., conventional and more-electric aircraft) of the new aircraft design using
the same set of top-level requirements, and the feet assignment problem estimates the
feet-level performance of the feet comprising of both existing and the two new aircraft
types.
The thesis also showed that the proposed subspace decomposition strategy and the problem formulations used to solve the combined aircraft design and feet assignment problem
under multi-domain uncertainties appears solver independent. The decomposition of the
original monolithic stochastic MINLP problem into a smaller top-level problem, an RBDObased formulation of the nonlinear aircraft sizing problem addressing uncertainty in aircraft
design, and a robust counterpart formulation of the feet assignment addressing uncertainty
in pallet demand, allows for the use of different classes of optimization algorithms to solve
the individual subspace problems. Global or non-smooth optimizers can solve the top-level
and aircraft sizing problems. A MIP optimizer can solve the feet assignment problem. The
problem formulations do not necessitate the use of a particular optimization algorithm type,
and any optimization algorithm that is applicable (for example, a linear programming solver
cannot be used to be solve a non-linear programming problem) can be used to solve the
subspace optimization problems.

6.3

Thesis Contributions
The goal of this thesis research was to develop an approach that incorporates the effects

of multiple domain-specifc uncertainties for the combined system design and resource
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allocation approach. To the best of the author’s knowledge, none of the work that considers
the notion of combining new system design and feet operational design have addressed
uncertainties in both the design of the new system and in the operational design (allocation
or assignment), nor has any work attempted to link these two uncertainties together and
understand the impact of uncertainty propagation on the optimal solution. The modifed
subspace decomposition approach, which uses reliability-based design optimization, descriptive sampling, and robust optimization techniques, demonstrated the effectiveness of
the approach in handling domain-specifc uncertainties and the propagation of uncertainty
between these domains. Furthermore, the solver-independent formulations for the different
subspace problems allows greater fexibility in the choice of optimizers and algorithms,
depending on the problem and the area of application.
The investigations of the different example problems demonstrated the applicability of
the modifed subspace decomposition approach to handle multi-domain uncertainties. The
frst case study demonstrated the computational tractability of the approach. The second and
third case studies demonstrated the the capability of the approach to solver larger problems
(in terms of aircraft design variables, service network size) and obtain results in reasonable
time. One of the applications of the approach was to tackle a multi-objective problem in the
context of military airlift operations. The multi-objective analyses presented a process that
could enable the decision-maker or designer to understand the scope of the requirements
trades possible based on quantifable feet-level metrics, and also how the optimal set of
requirements change for different tradeoff opportunities between these feet-level metrics.
This multi-objective problem leads to results that would allow a decision-maker to view
“fuel (or energy) as an independent variable”. The studies demonstrated the benefts of
using design solutions that considered uncertainty over traditional deterministic approaches.
While demonstrated for the design of aircraft systems, the modifed subspace decomposition
approach is domain-agnostic and should apply across a range of situations, where setting
requirements for new systems has an integrated and direct impact on feet level objectives.
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A. List of routes of the 25-base network
Below is a list of the routes of the 25-base network. They are listed in the order of their
route number, and the origin and destination cities are represented using their respective
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) airport codes.
1: KDOV to KCHS

25: LTAG to OTBH

2: KDOV to LTAG

26: LTAG to ETAR

3: KDOV to KSUU

27: LTAG to UAFM

4: KDOV to ETAR

28: LTAG to ORAT

5: ORBD to LTAG

29: LTAG to ORBI

6: ORBD to OKBK

30: LTAG to ORAA

7: ORBD to OTBH

31: LTAG to LICZ

8: ORBD to ETAR

32: LTAG to ORSH

9: ORBD to UAFM

33: LTAG to ORQW

10: ORBD to OKAS

34: OKBK to ORBD

11: ORBD to OAIX

35: OKBK to OTBH

12: ORBD to ORAT

36: OKBK to ETAR

13: ORBD to ORBI

37: OKBK to UAFM

14: ORBD to OBBI

38: OKBK to OKAS

15: ORBD to OAKN

39: OKBK to OAIX

16: ORBD to ORAA

40: OKBK to ORAT

17: ORBD to ORSH

41: OKBK to ORBI

18: ORBD to ORQW

42: OKBK to OBBI

19: KCHS to KDOV

43: OKBK to OAKN

20: KCHS to KSUU

44: OKBK to ORAA

21: KCHS to ETAR

45: OKBK to LICZ

22: KCHS to PHIK

46: OKBK to ORSH

23: LTAG to KDOV

47: OKBK to ORQW

24: LTAG to ORBD

48: KSUU to KDOV
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49: KSUU to KCHS

82: ETAR to OAKN

50: KSUU to ETAR

83: ETAR to ORAA

51: KSUU to RJTY

84: ETAR to LICZ

52: KSUU to RKSO

85: UAFM to ORBD

53: KSUU to PHIK

86: UAFM to OKBK

54: OTBH to ORBD

87: UAFM to OTBH

55: OTBH to LTAG
56: OTBH to OKBK
57: OTBH to ETAR
58: OTBH to UAFM
59: OTBH to OKAS

88: UAFM to ETAR
89: UAFM to OKAS
90: UAFM to OAIX
91: UAFM to OAKN
92: OKAS to ORBD
93: OKAS to OKBK

60: OTBH to OAIX

94: OKAS to OTBH

61: OTBH to ORAT

95: OKAS to ETAR

62: OTBH to ORBI

96: OKAS to UAFM

63: OTBH to OBBI

97: OKAS to OAIX

64: OTBH to OAKN

98: OKAS to ORAT

65: OTBH to ORAA

99: OKAS to ORBI

66: OTBH to RODN

100: OKAS to OBBI

67: OTBH to LICZ

101: OKAS to OAKN

68: OTBH to ORSH

102: OKAS to ORAA

69: OTBH to ORQW

103: OKAS to ORSH

70: ETAR to KDOV

104: OKAS to ORQW

71: ETAR to ORBD
72: ETAR to KCHS
73: ETAR to LTAG
74: ETAR to OKBK
75: ETAR to KSUU

105: OAIX to ORBD
106: OAIX to LTAG
107: OAIX to OKBK
108: OAIX to OTBH
109: OAIX to ETAR
110: OAIX to UAFM

76: ETAR to OTBH

111: OAIX to OKAS

77: ETAR to UAFM

112: OAIX to ORBI

78: ETAR to OKAS

113: OAIX to OBBI

79: ETAR to OAIX

114: OAIX to OAKN

80: ETAR to ORAT

115: ORAT to ORBD
116: ORAT to OKBK

81: ETAR to ORBI
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117: ORAT to OTBH

150: OBBI to UAFM

118: ORAT to ETAR

151: OBBI to OKAS

119: ORAT to OKAS

152: OBBI to OAIX

120: ORAT to ORBI

153: OBBI to ORAT

121: ORAT to ORAA

154: OBBI to RJTY

122: RJTY to KSUU

155: OBBI to ORBI

123: RJTY to RKSO
124: RJTY to OBBI
125: RJTY to PHIK
126: RJTY to RODN
127: RJTY to PGUA

156: OBBI to OAKN
157: OBBI to ORAA
158: OBBI to LICZ
159: OBBI to ORSH
160: OAKN to ORBD
161: OAKN to OTBH

128: KNGU to KDOV

162: OAKN to ETAR

129: KNGU to ETAR

163: OAKN to UAFM

130: KNGU to PHIK

164: OAKN to OKAS

131: KNGU to LICZ

165: OAKN to OAIX

132: ORBI to ORBD

166: OAKN to ORBI

133: ORBI to OKBK

167: OAKN to OBBI

134: ORBI to OTBH

168: OAKN to RODN

135: ORBI to ETAR

169: PHIK to KDOV

136: ORBI to OKAS

170: PHIK to KCHS

137: ORBI to ORAT

171: PHIK to KSUU

138: ORBI to OBBI

172: PHIK to RJTY

139: ORBI to ORAA
140: ORBI to ORSH
141: ORBI to ORQW
142: RKSO to KSUU
143: RKSO to RJTY

173: PHIK to RKSO
174: PHIK to RODN
175: PHIK to PGUA
176: ORAA to ORBD
177: ORAA to OKBK
178: ORAA to OTBH

144: RKSO to PHIK

179: ORAA to ETAR

145: RKSO to RODN

180: ORAA to OKAS

146: RKSO to PGUA

181: ORAA to OAIX

147: OBBI to ORBD

182: ORAA to ORAT

148: OBBI to OKBK

183: ORAA to ORBI
184: ORAA to OBBI

149: OBBI to OTBH
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185: ORAA to ORSH

203: ORSH to OKAS

186: ORAA to ORQW

204: ORSH to OAIX

187: RODN to RJTY

205: ORSH to ORAT

188: RODN to RKSO

206: ORSH to ORBI

189: RODN to OBBI

207: ORSH to ORAA

190: RODN to PHIK

208: ORSH to ORQW

191: RODN to PGUA
192: LICZ to KDOV
193: LICZ to LTAG
194: LICZ to OKBK
195: LICZ to OTBH
196: LICZ to ETAR

209: ORQW to ORBD
210: ORQW to OKBK
211: ORQW to OTBH
212: ORQW to OKAS
213: ORQW to ORBI

197: LICZ to KNGU

214: ORQW to ORAA

198: LICZ to ORBI

215: ORQW to ORSH

199: LICZ to OBBI

216: PGUA to RJTY

200: ORSH to ORBD

217: PGUA to RKSO

201: ORSH to OKBK

218: PGUA to PHIK

202: ORSH to OTBH

219: PGUA to RODN

